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Executive Summary 
This study examines the effects of formal long-range strateg ic 
planning. operational planning, and various types of strategy on the 
perforoance of small finas. Strategic planning is defined as a 
combination of written objectives. written financial forecasts, and long -
range budgets. Operational plann ing is defined as short-term financial, 
marketing, inventory, and sales planning. Strategy refers to the pattern 
of major decisions over time, and performance 1s musur·ed in terms of 
profitability, sales 9rowth, and growth of the workforce. 
In order to assess the level of planning in the flr.as, the chief 
executive officers (CEOs) and top managers were asked to respond to 
relev~nt questions about the planning practices tn their firms . A sample 
of 97 lowa small businesses , tn manufacturing, retailing. and service 
industries particlpat~d in the survey. The firms provided three years of 
perfon.ance data. 
Another purpose of the study Is to Investigate the relationship of 
environmental uncertainty with strategic and operational planning. 
Uncertainty is ceasured as percetved change ~ong a nuaber of important 
external factors. CEOs were asked about their relattonshtps with 
suppliers, custoaers. co~petitors and other organitations in an attempt to 
determine which of these affected strategic and operational planning. 
The current literature on strategic planning is reviewed , 
planning/performance relationships are presented, and a conceptual -odel 
Is developed to guide the analysts of planning/performance relationships. 
Of the 97 CEOs responding to the survey, 65 Indicated that they had 
no strategic plan covering one year or more. By industry, 26 retail. 20 
manufacturing. and 19 service firms had no formal plans. Of the 32 firms 
that did have plans. 12 were service, 11 were manufactur ing , and 9 were 
retail firms. The CEOs inditited that lack of time, expertise, and high 
costs were the aajor reasons for not having strategtc plans. The study 
findings also Indicated that strategic planning, with only a few 
exceptions, was not significantly associ ated with perfonnance or 
uncertainty. 
Almost all the surveyed firms engaged in so;:c fona of operational 
planning. Operational plann;ng was related to perfonaanee and uncertainty 
In the three industries. Manufacturers that developed budgets had high 
performance, and used market planning when faced with uncertainty. 
Retail ers were greatly affected by changes In technology, and service 
firms were affected by their competitors. Overall, operational planning 
was more strongly associated with performance and uncertainty than was 
strategic planning. 
.. 
Other findings Indicated that Salll fino co.petlllve strllegles were 
not assoc1at!d with perforEAnce. There was no strong rtlattonship bet~~en 
overall cost leadership and differentiation str•t egles lnd ptrfono.nce. 
furthen.ote, stability strategies, and i~ulslvt str&lf9lts ver. not 
related to perfo~ce, but entrepreneurial and balanced strategies were 
lSSOCiltod with high porfono1nce. 
Tht study f•pltcattons for practicing aanagtrs art 
planning 1s very important for s~ll flr.s In uncertain 
iapltcittons for future ~search are also presented. 
that operational 
envtroneents. The 
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Introduction 
Studi~s of large scale flnns generally conclude that such flnzs 
benefit fro~ strategic planning. This report, however, examines strategic 
pl•nnlng Fro• the perspective of small firms. In • substantl•l body of 
li terature, strategic management theorists recommend planning as an 
cssentiil ~anagerial tool and suggest effective business plannfng to be a 
key to successful financial perforaance. Because planning has proven to 
be effective for large businesses, It Is Increasingly suggested that small 
businesses wtll be more effective if managers become better planners. 
A primary objective of this project is to investigate the extent and 
tmpact of strategic and short range operational planning used by small 
businesses. Barriers to planning will be identi f ied and the impact of 
planntng on managers' uncertiinty will be determined. Whether or not 
thos~ who plan have oore dfscernable busfn~ss strategles and experience 
1ncreased financiil performance will also be deten.ined. The intention of 
this study 1s to contrtbute to the understanding of saall business 
manag~enl, and investigate viable ~~thods for saall finas to operate more 
effectively. 
Relevance to Small Business 
A large percentage of the nat ional e<on~ and a great number of 
people rely on the prosp~rlty of s•all busln~sses in the United States. 
Tho Small Business Administra t ion defi nes •small " as all firms e~ploying 
fewer than 100 e•ployees and ••nufacturing flnns employing fewer than SOO. 
1 
Ftnos e.ploytng r ... r than 100 workers doatnote (In solos ond nuober 
eoploytd) In retail trade, wholesale trade, construction, ftshtng, 
forestry, and agrfcultur&l s~rvicrs (U.S. Salll 8ustntss Adatnistration 
198'1· In 1985 alone, 700,000 saall bustnessts btgon operotton (Val l 
Street Journol 1986). 
The contrtbutfons of ~11 business to the Htdwest economy are 
especially significant. Nearly 60 percent of all employees 1n Hissour1, 
lllt nots, Korth Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Iowa. and Htnnesota work 
ror rt~s employing fewer than 100 persons. tn Iowa, tht aver1ge number 
of employees per fino Is 13 (U.S. S.all Business Ad•tnlstratlon 1983). 
Accord1ng to Iowa Governor Terry Branst&d, nearly 10 percent of all new 
Jobs tn the state will be created by saoll businesses. He has proposed 
increased allocation of the st&te's budget for saall business developaent, 
labor •&nag ... nt councils, and business grants (8ranstad 1987). 
A substantial nu.ber of s~ll bustnesses ha~• gone bankrupt \n recent 
years. Thts indtc1tes the risk factd by entrepreneurs (~ •ll Street 
Jour~al 1986). Too little fs known about ftres thlt conttnuc to operate 
unsuccusrully or ~·ho go out or bustness voluntarily. Although a business 
••Y be s•all, tts operatton cannot be characterized as simple or requiring 
less expertise In COCDpar\son to hrger businesses. One expert goes so far 
as to say that the manageaent of seall enterprises may bt mort difficult 
than that of multinational finas. because manag~nt mus~ deal wtth 
linlted l'lu11an and f;nancil.l resources (Patterson J986). 
o~ntrs or s~ll businesses face sevtrt probl .. ) . Many ~11 
bustnesses fatl ~~~ ~"1 are relatively unsuccessful . ~ant ~nagers lac< 
ntedtd resources and s~e •re not fully •~are or their opportunities. 
Their opportuottlts aay bt !tatted. This totlre dtc•d• looks as If It 
2 
I 
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will be very volatile economically for small businesses. What can be 
done? Primarily because planning has proven to be effective for large 
businesses, many business ~anagers have asked about its relevance for 
small firms, too. Today a gro•ing body of 1 iterature suggests that "'ore 
effective business planning ~ay, indeed, prove to be a key to the success 
of s~all businesses. 
3 
Objectives 
four objectives are to be accooplishcd through this project. lh1s 
report marks the completion of the first three objectives. 
I. To develop and pretest an interview instrument that can be used 
to analyze planning fn varfous types of small businesses. 
2. To interview a simple of chief executive officers (CEOs) from s~all businesses , including retai l , manufacturing, and se~tce firms. 
3. To use data fro~ the study to analy:e factors associated with levelsand with benefits of planning. 
4. To develop a training module that wil l provide Information about 
the benefits of planning, the tools necessary for successful 
planning. and the development of a successful fo~al business 
plan. The DOdule will include a booklet and a slide-tape or 
micro-dfsk presentation. 
4 
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lite rature Review and Model 
Literature of importance in this study includes a discussion of 
environmental uncertainly, planning, cornpetttfve strategy, and 
perfo~ance, as they relate to small business managfment. four 
propositions regarding planning in small business are offered. and a 
conceptua 1 mode 1 f 11 us tratlng the propositions 1 s presented. 
Uncertainty of Managers 
Eoery and lrist (196S) stated that the external environments for all 
organtzations were becoming turbulent and more uncertain. With 
uncerta1nty, information Is limited and It Ss difficult to predict future 
environmental conditions. These factors lead to increased risk of 
failure. 
Thompson (1967) was among th• first to conclude that the central 
problem facing organlz~tions, including businesses, was uncertainty. 
Exist1ng technologies and the environment are the major sources of 
uncertainty. The first and worst problem for managers is generalized 
uncertainty generated by the external environment. Confirming the 
importance or the external environ=ent, Porter and Van Maanen (1970) found 
in their study of ~anagers' use of t1~ that the .ast effective managers 
adapted pri~aYily to external demands. 
Duncan (1972) conceptualized th• •nvironaent as all of the physical 
and social factors that are taken directly fnto consideration 'n decision 
making, and he differentiated between the organization's internal and 
5 
extern1l envfronoents. The internal envfron.ent tneludts personnel, staff 
units, and organtzatfonal l~el coaponents such as goals and obJectives. 
The external envtronaant includes custa.ers, suppliers, co.petftors, 
sociopolitical factors, and new technology. Duncan successfully developed 
a technique for ~•suring perceived envfro~ntal uncertainty that, wtth 
.odlflcatlons, Is still In use. He found that c~ltx and dyn••lc 
tnvtronmtnts are core uncertain than those that are st~plt and static. 
How can uncertainly be reduced? Thompson (1967) observed that 
coord1natJon and control mechanlsfts are available to eltm1nate the 
uncertllnty caused by Interdependent technologies. He thought that 
aanagers would have to learn eore about and adjust to the realities of the 
external envtronr4nt to eltatnate uncertainty. 
Sttlntr (196J) ••• oaong the first to c•ll for lncre•sed pl•nnlng in 
bustntssts. H• thought that planning vould •llov ••nagers to txperfD!nt 
.entally wtth ideas that rep~sent the valuable resources of a buslness 
before co..tltlng tht actual resources to ri$k. 
Evolution of Planning In Business 
Mlnagement functions Include planning , representing, Investigating, 
negotiating, coordinating, evaluating, supervtstng, and staffing. 
•pJanntng Is the determining, in advance of actfvtty execution, what 
factors are required to achieve goals. The pllnnlng function defines the 
objective and determines what resources are ntctssary• (lost et al. 1985). 
How IMPortant ts planning? Jn one study of 450 •anavtrs. researchers 
found that tht aanagen. spent 20 percent of their work d1y planning. ·~en 
to suptrvtstng, plann1ng was the aost i~ortl~t coapontnt of their jobs 
(Klhoney ot al. 1965). 
6 
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Financial Planning 
The evolution of planning in business can be understood within ttn 
historical perspective. The f inancial planning stage e•phasized the 
annual budgeting process and operational efficiency tssues. This planning 
is still effective with in stable environ~•nts. With financial plann>ng, 
the budget and financial control processes ar·e used to judge the 
perforoance of a business or se9ments within a business. 
long Range Planning 
long range planning developed as a response to unprecedented growth 
during and following World War ll. To acct required expansions, and to 
obtain r·equircd resources. the planning horizon had to be extended beyond 
a single year. Forecasting w•s based on h1stor1cal projections . 
Unfortunate 1 y. managers found that: 
Long range planning does not work under changing e~ternal conditions, 
increasing uncertainties, intensive competition, or in situations 
that call for aajor discontinuilies between the past and future (Hanna 1985). 
Strategic Pl anning 
Strategic planning developed when managers l ost faith in forecasting 
~nd in the use of blueprint planning to el iminate uncertain ties (Hanna 
198S). 
Peter f. Drucker (1973) has defined stritegic planning as follows: 
It is the continuous process of making present entrepreneurial (risk · 
taking) decisions syste=atically and with the greatest knowledge of 
their futurity; organizing systematic•lly the efforts needed to carry 
out these decisionsi and measuring the results of these dectsions 
against the expectations through organized, syste11at ie feedback . 
The e~phasis In strat•gic planning in the 1980s has clearly shifted 
to an emphasts on environmental monitoring. The definition of strategic 
7 
~anagecen t developed by Smith, Arnold, and Bizzel l (1985} Illustrates this 
e11phas 1 s: 
Strategic aanagement is the process of examining both present and 
future environeents, formulating the organization's objectives, and 
making, imple.enting, and controlling dectstons focused on achieving 
these objectives in the present and future environments. 
The author of a very popul ar management text has st ated: 
The primary responstb;ltty of the top leader 1s to determine the 
organization's goals •nd strategy, and therein adapt the organization 
to a changing environment •.. The challenge for top management is 
that they must determine strategy, and use organizational components 
despite great uncertainty (Daft 1986). 
Strategic planning involves t hree buic elements: infomatlon 
processing, a decision making process, and a change process. rnformat1on 
processing involves evaluation of both the organization and its 
environacnt. Strategic planning typtcally begins with assess&ent of major 
environmental trends and conditions that present opportunities or threats 
to the organization. Also. the strengths and weaknesses of the 
organlz•tlon t•nd Individual departments) are •ssessed to determine its 
abilities and coapctence to compete and survive wtthtn Its environment. 
The decision ~aking process involves deten=ining the overall mission 
and goals of the organizations. These are ~st appropriate when based 
upon catching envtron~~ntal opportunities and organizational abilit ies. 
Next, strategies for realizlng the mtsslon and goals must be determined. 
Again, environmental ractors and organizational competence must be 
considered. 
Finally, the change process involves the implementation of a chosen 
1trategy. Strategy is executed by managemenli resources are allocated and 
directed where neccssuy, while approprlatt changes in the organiuUon's 
structure, control syste~. technology, Jnd human resources arc eade (Daft 
1986). 
8 
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Co.pttltlve Str1tegy 
Pl1nntng Is thought to load to the development of a business 
strategy. Daft (1986) refers to strotegy as a set of plans, decisions. 
and objectives adopted to achieve •• organization's goals. Ko 
distinguishes strategy formulation (activities th>t establish • fino's 
overall go•ls, mission, and specific strategic pl•n) fro~ strategy 
t~le.ent•tion. ~tch is the ad•lnlstratton and execution of that specific 
strattglc plan. Porter (l9SO) considers str1ttgy fonoulatlon as the 
co~ln1tlon of ends (goals) •nd ~••ns (pollclts) to realize those ends. 
Tho distinction between ends •nd means Is fundamont•l: the concept of 
strategy Is best typified os tho moans e~ployed. 
Literature in business policy has co~nly •ado the dl5tlnction 
between two levels of strategy: corporate and business. Corporate 
slrate9y is concerned with the best cow.bination of bus iness units and 
product lines In .oklng a coherent b"slness portfolio (ltontlades 1980). 
Strategic issues in plannln9 at the corporate level include overall 
business portfolio, aequtstttons, divestments, joint ventur•s, and ~ajor 
roorganlz•tlons (Ooft 1986). 
The Boston Consulting Group has developed a well known fr.nowork for 
an1lyttng corporate level businesses and product lines. The analysts is 
based on a consideration or ~arktt share and market gro-th. Businesses or 
product ltnts that co~nd a large portton of a •aturt ~rket ·~ r~~ctlon 
as •cash covs• and have to bt sold to provldt cash for n~ ventures. 
"St•rs· are Important In thot they provide rapid gro-th In expanding 
•arkets. •0ogs• c~•nd 1 s•all portion of mature •arkets and ••Y have to 
be sold or abandoned if they lose money (Shanklin and Ryans 1981). 
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Business str•tegy Is ooncernod wtth a stogie business or product line 
and how this business can successfully coopete (leontlades 1980). 
Strategtc issues includ~ advertising, research and developaent, product 
changes. ntw facllfttes &nd locations, and expanstons and contractions of 
lines (Daft 1986). The focus of the research In this present study Is on 
business strategy. 
Hiles and Snow lypology 
Conerlc typologies of business strategies have been developed and 
found very usaful in tesea-rch with large bus\ness. Tho aajor 
entrepreneurial problem for ~anagement Is the selection of a particular 
product/mlrket d~aln. Resources are then c ... lttod to achieve objectives 
rel•tlve to the dOO&In. Hiles •nd Snow (1978) have described four 
co.petltfve strategies. The first strategy •defender• ts characteristic 
of busi"tssts that atte=pt to locate and aatntatn a secure niche tn a 
stable product or strvtce area. They tend to offer a ltalted range of 
products and servtces while concentrating en quality, strvtct. or low 
price. "Prospectors· •ttespt to be the first to offer the latest 
products/servtces in new market areas. The third strategy •analyzer~ is 
characteristic of businesses that m•lntaln a stable line of 
products/services. while at the same time offering now products •nd 
services. Th's type of firm carefully observes other competitors to s~e 
ff new products or services are profitable before offtr1ng thQm. 
•Reactors• do not adhero to a designated strattgy; they art not as 
J?grtuhe tn •atnuining estabhshed aarkets as. soae toq>t~Hors and u .k.e 
e1n1aal rtsks. They respond in areas ~~ere envlron.ental pressures 
require it. 
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Pas~ studies (Snow and Hrebiniak 1980; Hiles 1982) of larger 
businesses determined thal analyters were most profitable in all 
industries, reactors performed poorly in •11 situations. prospectors 
performed well In dynamic growth oriented lndu$tries. whlle defenders 
performed wall \n mature and stable industries. 
Porter Typology 
llhilo tho primary focus with the Hiles and Sno·• (1978) typology Is on 
the selection of produc~/•arkot domain, the primary focus in the Porter 
(1980) typology Is on co•petitive strategies. Por~er proposed ~hat tho 
generic strategies he developed offer different ipproaches to out· 
performing c~petitors. 
•overall cosl leadership• requires efficient scale facilities, cost 
reductions from experience, Ught cost and overhead control. and so forth. 
This strategy eGphas1zes low cost relative to co~pctitors wi thout ignoring 
qua llty and service. •o1fferent ht 1 on• requi res crCit i ng a product or 
s~rvice that is percetved Industry wide as being untque, thus permitting 
the fin1 to charge higher than average prices to brand-loyal customers who 
ire less sens1tive to price. *Focus• requ1res concentrat1ng on a 
particular customer group, segment of a product 1 ine. or- geographic 
market. This strategy involves serving a particular target very well, and 
~re effectively or efflctenlly than competitors who are compet1ng 
broadly . As a result, these firms achieve a low cosl or differentiation 
posltton via a narrow market target . 
According to Porter, each strategy is basically a different approach 
to gaining a competitive advantage. Porter has concluded that a fir~ 
attempting to gai n competitive •dvantage through diverse means (multiple 
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strotegles) will likely ochieve none, since achieving differing types of 
cO<pet ltlve advantage requires Inconsistent actions. 
Hall (1980) conducted a study of 64 coopan les In eight dooesllc 
Industries >nd delenolned that flras l•plementlng one or both of two 
coopetltlve strateglts (cost leodershlp, differentiation) wert proflt•ble. 
Sl•llarly, X•rn•nl (i981) used a 9 ... ·thtoretlc•l coeel to an1lyze generic 
str~tegfes, and concluded that a low cost or differentiation posftion 
leads to increased ~arket share, which In turn leads to htghtr 
profitabili ty. 
Planning and Slack Resources 
Pl~nning rtqutres tt~e. trained personnel, and other resources. 
Unless these resources are available, plann1ng vlll not occur. After 
thefy excellent review of the strategic pl anning li t erature, Robtnson and 
Peorcc (1984) concluded that strategic pl anning was often 'conspicuously 
absent in small ffr~s." The reasons cited for the absence of planning 
were four fold: ~•nagers report that their tire is too sc1rcc; they have 
h•d •lnfa~l ex~osurt to and (nowle<~~ of planning processes: they ~re 
general;sts ~nd lack specialized experttse; 1nd they are heslt~nl to share 
tkeir strateg;c pl anning with ezployees or consultants. 
~human and Seeger (1986) have synthesized the literature on strategic 
planning in general a~d tn 1maller ftr~s. lhty were especially concern!d 
wfth the relationship between planning and business pcrforr.ance. They 
concluded that slack resources had to be considered, too. Slack resources 
1re generated by successful perfor.ance ~nd enable the planning needed to 
ensure continued success, provided the CEO nakes the decision to plan. 
lhey called for • resource sensitive ~dol thai would enable C£0s to 
est1aate the •str~tegfc valueM that could be realized fro~ tht decision to 
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allocate • portion of their limited resources to the strategic planning 
process. 
Slack resources also played a key role In the model of strategic 
planning d~velop~d by Oess and Origer (1987). The firm's environment 
inrluences the level or uncerhinty experienced by managers. It also 
1nnuences the likelihood of successful perfor.;anc.e. Finns tha.t are 
successful acquire slack resources that enable ~anagers to plan and to 
pursue divergent and competing goals. 
Planning and Perfo~ance 
Performance, broadly speaking, Is the degree to which an organization 
achieves tts goals. Most analysts agree that perfor~ance is the s1ngle 
most Important dependent variable when studying strategic planning 
(Shrader et al. 1984). 
Goals and ~easures of performance vary considerably, depending upon 
organization type. The most common. however. are those =easures 
indicating economic and financial increase. Business performance 1s 
generally expressed by financial or •hard• performance measures such as 
sales, profits, etc. (See Lawrence and Lorsch 1967; Robinson 1983; 
Robinson cl •1. 1984). 
Strategic Planning ind Perfor~1ncc 
The question of whether or not strategic plinning leads to financ1a1 
performance has generated considerable research. Studies suggesting a 
positive relationship between strategic planning and perfonmance are 
numerous (Karger and Halik 1975; Wood •nd Laforge 1979; Sapp and Seller 
1981). Robinson et al. (1984) found that the Intensity of strategic 
planning had a positive effect on small firms' performance regardless of 
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their stage of developzent (startup, early growth, or later growth). 
Sexton and Van Auken (1982) ex~ined the relationship between level of 
strategic planning and company growth in sales and employment. They found 
only a modest relationship between planning level and growlhi however. of 
the finms not utilizing strategic plinning, 20 percent failed tn three 
years. Of the firms that did plan, only 8 percent failed. 
Research in the mid 1980s continued to provide at least modest 
support for strategic planning. A study of small, mature firms (dry 
cleaning industry) reported a positive relationship between the level of 
planning process sophlst1cation and financial perfor=ancc. Studies of 
strategte planning in large corporations continued to generate support for 
the process, too. One study reported that strategic planning that 
included an external focus and a long term perspective was assoclaLed with 
a superior 10-year total return to stockholders (Rhyne 1986). Another 
study that examined strategic planning in large manufacturing firms 
reported thijt the degree of planning formality was postttvely correlated 
with flr11 performance (Pearce et al. 1987). 
Sou of the research hiS not yielded positive results. So;r,e studies 
have concluded that tne relattonsntp between strategtc planning and 
perfonnance should be questioned {see Kal lman and Shapiro 1978i Grinyer 
and tlorburn 1975). In their longitudinal study of strategic planning in 
banks. Robinson and Pearce (lg83) found that strategic planning was not 
always associated with increased financial perfonmance. 
Operational Planning and Performance 
The term •strategic* is used to refer to a formal (written) long 
range plan, whlch includes both organizational oissionjgoals and 
objectives to achieve those prescribed goals. The premise is that formal 
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(written) plans are superior to Implicit plans because the process of 
recording plans forces id~as to be well thought out. Written plan$ reduce 
anbiguity and provide clearer direction. Green {1982) states that 
strategic long range planning is concerned with the long term direction of 
the firm from one to five years in the future, while tactical, 
"operational" planning deals with short tena specific processes of the 
organization. Operational plans arc of a more day· to-day nature and 
involve the functtona1 operations of a fin. such as budgeting. human 
resources, marketing. sales, and \nventory. 
Shuman (1975) concluded that very few small firms planned for a ti~e 
period greater than a year. Hore than half of the 100 firms sampled 
indic•ted they felt planning would lead to better decisions; 34 percent 
felt their planning led to increased profitability. Their major reasons 
for not planning strategically were lack of time, resistance to chango, 
and the bcl;ef that because of the small stze of their business, planning 
benefits would not outweigh the costs. Uni (1981) found that small 
business owners agree that planning increases the likelihood of success, 
yet few iclually do plan. Managers tended Lo rely upon judgment and 
~xperience, rather than strategtc planning, to survive and succeed. 
Sexton and VanAuken (i98Z) examined the co.ploteness of planning In 357 
small retafl firms in Texas. Their study revealed that 20 percent of the 
respondents lacked formal (written) plans. Only a small percentage 
carried out any sort of formal plan. Those that did plan, did so on a 
less formal, short term basis. Managers were able to articulate only 
partial plans and most admttted to planning •by the seat of their pants.• 
The most general conclusions drawn from these stud1es are that planning 
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was usually tnad~quate in s•111 businesses, and 8lnagers needed training 
to help \hell do 0 beller job or planni ng . 
Beginning In the 1960s, efforts were made to emphasize the practical 
ospects of planning that would benefit ~11 businesses. Golde (1964), 
for exuaple, developed a one pigt caster phnntng fora for uugers, 
listing rolcvont Items •nd providing space to specify the actions nocdcd 
for the new year and for the yur after . Golde was also aaong the ftrst 
to discuss tho l•portant role that outsiders atght ploy in planning. 
Steiner (1967) d ... rstrated how the .. ster plonnlng sheet developed by 
Colde and other planning techn1ques, such as analysts of return on 
Investments and the Identification of planning gaps, could aid In business 
planning. 
Efforts to develop wri tten •atertals for s•all business ••n•gers 
continued In the 1970s ind have prollfer•ted In the ISSOs. Coaprthenslve 
books on strategtc planning for snall business hive been developed (Curtls 
1983; Cohen 1983). The books discuss the benefits of fornal planning and 
outline the •~Jor ports of o business plan. In addition to specialized 
books, guldtllnts •nd aodels have been prepared. The Sail I Sustntss 
Ad~tnlstratlon (1973; 1977; ISBZ) has developed • ••n•gement ilds series 
of pub1tcattnns that. lncludes a model business pl•n for small servtca, 
o·etall, and monuficturing flms. In addition, tho Bank of AA<rlca (1980} 
has ~eveloped 1 gutde for f1na~ctng STA-1 businesses that includ•~ an 
outline of a nodel business plan. 
A careful examtnatfon of tho ~alerials devoloped in the 1970s •nd 
1980s indlcatos that mosl are still loo compllcattd. few small business 
o.anagers are likely to rely upon the highly deulled and in depth 
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discussions of planning. More concise modules and planning guidelines are 
needed to facilitate pl~nning ln small businesses. 
Recent liter•ture suggests that outsiders night play very i•portant 
roles in improving the formal planning of small bus;nesses. Small 
Business Development Centers were inaugurated in 1971 1n order to provide 
free, expert consultation, patterned after the Cooperative Extenston 
Service. Robinson (1982) has reported that small businesses in Georgia 
utilizing these centers were more effective economically than those that 
did not. Robinson and Littlejohn (1981) studied s~•ll businesses that had 
been given planning consul tal ton by a Small Business Development Center In 
South Carolina. These flnas showed si9nificant improve•ent in sales, 
profits, and increases in employment. The authors concluded that planning 
was less for.al and core short term in small firms. 
Robinson and McDougall (1985) report that a~ng small retailers in 
Georgia, operational planning was superior to foraal long range planning 
in 1nereasing economtc success. Successful ftrms engaged in operational 
planning because it was difficult to fonoally plan In their environment. 
Firms that had both a rormal long range plan and operational plans · ... ere 
the highest perforQers overall. In a study of IJS small businesses, 
Ackelsberg (1985) found that planning does benefit s••ll businesses. 
Planning fims had gt·eater increases 1n both ules and profits over a 
three year period than non-plinners. However. formJltztng the plans did 
not affect perfonnaneei rather. s~all firms uslng analytical aspects of 
planntng (assessing strengths and weaknesses, identifying and evaluating 
alternatives, etc.) experienced increased econa~tc perfonaance. In 
addition, a recent study of independent grocery stores in South Carolina 
reported that only 15 percent of the stor·os practiced stratc!g1c planning . 
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Operational planning had more Impact on the stores' perfonoance thon did 
strategic planning (Robinson et al. 1986). 
Conceptual Kodel 
Figure 1 presents the conceptual model used to inalyze relationships 
in this first phise of a pilot study. The rationale for the propositions 
was provided by the literature revle~ed in the previous section and upon 
other selected literature discussed here. This QOdel Is consistent with 
other recently developed models, most notably the work of Oess and Orlger 
(1987). 
Past Financial 
Perforttance, 
1983·1984. 
1984·198S,-----~Stnteglc-- . 
Planning ~Competitive Projected 
_......:~Strategy--- Flnancia I 
~ 4'- Performance 
Operational I I 
Env I ronmenh 1-----Plann lng 1 I 
Uncertainty 1' 1 I 
'!:. _________ 1 _______ ..!.. _ _ _ _ _ I 
Figure J. Conceptual Hodel of Planning, Strategy, and Performance 
Small fine managers must operate ~1th relatively limited resources. 
Shu~n (J975) was ~mong the first to find that ~anagers were unwilling to 
devote resources to planntng, rearing that the benefits would not outweigh 
the cosls. Should resources increase, however, managers nay be will ing to 
allocate some to strttegie planning. From the literature rev iewed here, 
il is clear that f frms experiencing Increasing financial pcrfo~ance are 
~ore likely to have slack resources available. Our propo~ition is: 
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The greater the past pnfonnance of s=all finns, the 
greater the amount of both strategic and operational pl anning. 
The review of 11terature has shown that for two decades management 
theortsts have been concerned about environmental uncertainty. Business 
env1ronoents may be becoming increasingly uncertatn because of 
competition, regulatory interventions, and new technology. Environmental 
uncertainty, however, 1s not uniform and lillY vary from one business to 
another. Civen th1s reasoning, our proposition is: 
The greater the uncertainty experienced by managers of soall 
ftrms. the greater the amount of both strategic and operational 
phnning. 
Grant and King (1982) state th•t pl•nning should result in •a best 
strategy.• They also speak of the steps to be followed by management in 
the implementation of •a chosen strategy." In olher words. planning 
should result in a discrete and discernible strategy. This is consistent 
with the thinking or Hiles and Snow (lg78) and Porter (1980), who have 
developed two very well known typologies of competitive strategies. 
Co~petitive stralegtes are regarded as distinct. Thus , our proposition 
Is: 
The greater the '""unt of strategic and operatlonol plinnlng 
undertaken by small firms, the more li kely the development of a 
coopetitive strateg~ . 
Although research results have not been completely consistent. 
several studies reviewed tn this project have reported a pos1tive 
association between strategy use and business performance. Trying to 
utilize multiple strategies could result In inconsistent •ction by 
organizations. Given thfs reasoning, our proposition is: 
The greater the development of a c~~pet1t1ve strategy, the 
greater lhe projected financial performance. 
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Methodology 
s.,ple 
Data frcm Dunn and Bradstr~et were used to select the sample of 
businesses. Th~ businesses selected employ 10 or more people, but fewer 
than lCO, ~ployces. Prior to the sample selection, data fro~ County 
Business Patterns, Iowa 1982 (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1984) were 
examined to determine an estimated number of businesses by type 
(manufacturing, retail, and sendee) 1n Story County, Iowa. This inalysl$. 
indicated that there were approximately 24 manufacturing firms, ISO retail 
ftnms, and 59 service firms located in Story County that met the workforce 
crlterh. 
A soarch ~as undertaken for a co~prehensive ltst of busi nesses that 
tncluded the names of the top managers, t he1r t elephone numbers, and 
addresses. The Dunn and Bradstreet Market Jdenttf1ers Ftle was constdered 
a possiblr sample source. The Dunn and Bradstreet Market Identifiers File 
identifies firms attempti ng to establish credit or interacting with older 
businesses seeking credit information (e.g., insurance companies). Thts 
file includes naae, address, •nd telephone number of the firm, type of 
business, age of fino, principal officers , standard Industrial 
classification (SIC) code, and sales •nd eaployment data. The file Is 
cont1nuously updated. New firms are added, out of business firms are 
deleted . and employment, sales, and related stat1stics arc updated when 
now Information Is avai l able. The f ile's population Includes flnos th•t 
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nted cri41t rat1ngs and insurancti thts enco.passts .ast firms tnvol~ed in 
full tl .. bu5ine•• (U.S. S=all 8u51ne•• Ad.lnl5tratlon 1984). 
Tht four digit SIC codes were used to lndlcatt tho principal llne(s) 
of bu51ntss. Tht Technical Coaaltttt on Standard lndu5trl•l 
tl•••lflcatlon (•ponsored and supervised by the Office of St•t•stlc•l 
Standards of the Bureou of the Budget) generated the SIC codes. The 
bu•lnesses and the ir SIC codes are l isted alphabetically and by 
geographical location and product classification. Up to six 
classification• may be sho~n for each bu51nes5, but the principal activity 
of the business Is usu•lly the fir5t nu~ber 1fter the 'Prlaary SIC' 
notation. E•ch SIC nu~bor •ho~s the function or type of operation and the 
product lint. The fir•t two digit$ of tho code Indicate the mojor 
lndu5try group (aonuf•cturing, ~ol•s•lt, etc.), the third ond fourth 
digits specify the line (the good produced, •old, or proce5std or servlc•s 
rendered). 
After deter.!n1ng the Dunn and 8radslrttt H1rket Identifiers File 
appropriate for the project object1ves, primary SlC code numbers were used 
to dra~ a sa~plt of aanu facturing, retail, and service ft~s. The goal 
WIS to obtain data from at least 30 bus1nesses tn manufactur1ng, at least 
30 1n retf.ll, and ~ot least 30 in services. Since there wore too few 
nanufactur1ng businesses in Story County that ~•t lht criterion of between 
10 and 100 e~ployccs, all aanufatturing bus1ntsses that met the criterion 
tn tht h·o adjacent counties (Boone and Marshall) wfrt addtd to the 1 st. 
It apptared that uert "·ere suffic1ent nLIIIIbtrs of reutl a"'d service 
bustPeists In Story Co~nty. A breakdohn of the s•no1e ts listed below: 
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Industry location Quant It~ 
Manufacturing Story County 20 
Hinufacturtng Boone County 21 
Hanuf.1cturing Harsha!! County 26 
Retail Story County 49 
Services Story County 43 
Individual files fo1· each business identified were then obtained and 
alphabetized within the three Industry types. The manufacturing sa~ple 
was alphabett1ed by county tn the order listed above. ll was only 
necessary to go outs1de of Story County in the manufacturing category to 
obtain the desired number of responses (30 per category}. 
A four digit identification code nuaber was assigned to each business 
and corresponding questlonnalre(s). The first digit Indicates which 
industry group the business belonged to: 1 for manufacturing• 2 for 
retail; ond 3 for service. The second and third digits identify the 
Individual business and were assigned corresponding to their alphabetical 
order w1th1n each Industry type. The manufacturing sample was 
ilphabetized by county, in the order of Story, Boone, Marshall. The 
fourth digit Indicates who wa s responding: o for the chief executive 
officer/top aanagcr. or J for a member of the management team. If more 
than one management te£m member was completfng the quest1onnaire, a 2, 3, 
etc. would be assigned as the fourth digit. 
A breakdown of the sample results Is listed In Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1. Summary of study sample. 
Ha.nuhcturlng Retail Services 
Total Saople 67 49 43 
Number Contacted 39 42 38 
Number UnQualified 0 1 3 
llulllber Co11pleted by CEO 31 35 31 
UuJtbcr of Refusals 8 6 4 
Nullber of Fl rms with 
Tum Response 11 15 6 
Total Number of Team 
Member Responses 13 19 8 
The sample included duplicate files for 7 businesses; this decreased 
the overall sample size fr .. 159 (as l isted Above) to 152. These 
businesses with a duplicate file are listed as being contacted only once. 
lhe sample also included 4 companies that had gone out of business; 
they wore not l isted as being contacted. 
The number unqualified figures refer to businesses that were 
contacted but did not meet the specifications for participation. 
Businesses classified as such were nol operating long enough to provide 
sufficient performance measures, under new manage~ent/ownership, nonprofit 
organizations . or not actually •smallM (including 10 or more but fewer 
than 100 employees). 
In the category of tiumber of Firms with Team Kember Responses, 
manage~ent team ~embers rroA 6 firms refused to respond, although they 
were identified by top eanagc~nt as involved in plinning. With data 
obtained fro~ 97 of 115 firms contacted, the sampling rate was 84 percent. 
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Because the number of bustnesses with teim members was s~all, the data 
from the questionnaires completed by thern are not analyzed in this report . 
[nslru11enl 
Each CEO was called and an appointment was set to co.plete a 
questionnaire. Prior ~o telephone contact, letters were mai led to each 
CEO explaining the purpose and importance of the study , as wel l as 
assuring that any fnformltfon provided would be confidential (see Append ix 
A). Whenever possible, the interviewer Willed while the CEO completed the 
questionnaire. In this manner, the CEO was able to discuss the questions, 
their relevance to th~t part1eular ftnm, and clarify any possible 
Disinterpretations of the questions. On several occisions the CEOs would 
discuss business activities in detail. However, due to time constraints, 
some CEOs preferred that the questionnaire be left with them and completed 
later. CEOs were asked to provide infonoation regarding the use of 
strategic planning, operational planning, competitive strategy, 
environmental uncertainty, financial ~erformance, and business/manager 
c:haractert s t l cs. 
Strategic planning was operationalized using questions similar to 
those developed by Li nd s•y and Rue (1980). This procedure allows planning 
to be categorized by level of co=pleteness . Not only Is the presence or 
absence of a strategic plan detected, but the degree of planning can also 
be assessed . Tho se firms that are able to successively answer more 
detailed questions on the content of their plan are classified as 
uti 1 iz-ing strategic planning to a greater extent. Previous research 
indicates that s•all finDs, if they plan at all, tend to do $0 on a short 
torn buts. For this reason lt was decided that a fonnal written phn 
covering one year or ~re and accounting for environmental factors was 
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sufficient to qualify as a strategic plan. lhts Is consistent with 
previous rostarch (Kargtr and "•Ilk 197S: Sexton and Van Auton 1982; 
Robinson and Ptarce 1983). 
Respondents were asked to indic~te the existence and extent of it~s 
in thtlr planning by answorlng a nuober of questions (ste Appendix 8). 
Finos In Class I h•d no str•tegic pl•n. Class 2 flnos engaged in some 
strategic plonnlng, ond Class 3 had reasonably sophlstlcotod strategic 
plans. The firms' degree of strategic pl•nnlng wa s categorized Into one 
of the three planning classes by using the following criteria: 
Class 1: finos had no written long range plan covering at least 
ono yoar Into the future (no to question II). 
Class 2: 
Chu 3: 
f1r-.s had 1 written long range plan covering one year (yes 
to question I I): plus plan includes specification of 
objectives and goals (che<ktd one or eort tteas on question 
12); plus plan includes deten~tnatton of futureresources 
~equirtd (chect one or eore 1t .. s on question •3); plus 
plan includes seloction of tony range strategies (checked 
one or .ore tfaes on question 4). 
All t~e require2ents of Chss 2; plus soa atteapt to 
account for factors outs;de the 1 .. edl1tt envtro~nt of 
the flna (chocktd on or .. re lt .. s on question IS): plus 
procedures for anticipat1n9 and detecttn9 error or failure 
of the plan ind for preventing or correcting th~a on a 
conttnuing bisis (checked one or mort lteas on question 
16). 
firm! were required to ~eet oil the crlterlo for a class or they were 
considered part of the previous cl•ss. 
Although small fir• nanagers DIY not plan fonoally. many do plan to 
antic1pJte ovcnts In the near future. Thfs type of operational planning 
Is typically perfonatd on a six to twelve .onth basts, and tn~olves the 
functional optrat lors of the business such as budgotlng. h~an resources. 
••rktttng. salts, and tnv!ntory. To assess tht extent of optrJt1ona1 
planning, !teas developed by Robinson and H<Oougall (198S) •ere used in 
tht ~utslionnJtre. Respondents were asked to Indicate to what extent each 
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activity Is part of their regular business activities (see Appendix 8). 
Questions were combined to form five sc~les: 
Harket Pl~nning (iteos 2, 3}: Analyze changes among target 
customers; analyze Aajor products' success. 
Budget Planning (lteAS 4, S, 6, 7, 8): Detenolnc advertising 
program and budget; mintaize tax obligation; esttmate 
borrowing needs; forecast employee coapcnsation and benefils; 
review labor costs. 
Human Resource Planning ( 1te111s 9, 10, II, 12, 13): Annually assess 
personnel; revie~ performance standards; esti~te personnel 
needs; assess job satisfaction; analyze training needs. 
Inventory Planning (Hems J4, 15, 16, 17, J8): Rev lew adequacy 
of m1ntmum stock level: rev1ew adequacy of stotk Sifety level; 
review and estimate order·delivery lime for stock; appropriate 
tnventory size/quantity; revte~ storage needs. 
Sales Planning (\teas 19, 20, 21): Estimate sales volume; set 
ind ~onitor sales targeti determine •break even• volu~e. 
A scale was also built to measure total operational planning, and was 
computed by weighting each individual operational planning scale. and 
combining the11. We igh t lng was done to balance the Influence of those 
scales consisting of a greater nuaber of Items. Rellabllltles were 
computed for all scales In the study. 
CEOs were asked to indicate the taportance of 22 dtfferent 
c~~pctitive tactics to their individual firm's strategy. These tactics 
provide measures of three business strategies developed by Michael Porter 
(1980). The three strategies·· low cost, focus, differentiation--arc 
regarded as •generic• strategies. The 22 ite~ instrument used was an 
adaptation of one developed by Oess and Davis (1984) for manufacturing 
ftr.s. H1nor .odlfications were made in the items allowing the instrupent 
to oeasure strategy across various industries. Items were scored on a 
five point scale with values ranging from •t • Not at all important• to •s 
• Extremely l~portant• (see Appendix A). 
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Scales representing each generic strategy were developed based on 
•anagers' and expert panel ~mbers' ratings of the competitive tactics in 
the Oess and Davis (1984) study. The scales and Items In each sc•lc are 
as follows: 
Differentiation jllems 10, 11, 12, 18, 20): Brand identification/ 
service distinct on; innovation in marketing techniques; controlltng 
distribution channels; advertising; forecasting market growth . 
Cost leadership (!teas 3, 4, 7, 13, 19, 20, 21): Operating 
efficiency;quality control , co~petit1ve pricing; procurement of raw 
aaterlals/new lechnology; reputation within industry: forecasting 
market growth; Innovation in manufacturing/operat ion process. 
Focus (lteas 1. 9, 11, 15. 16, 17, 22): New product/service 
development;developing/refining existing products; innovation in 
marketing; serving special geographic markets; capability to prov;dc 
specialty products/services; products/services in high price marke~ 
segments; serving special customer groups. 
A second strategy ~easure was included in the questionnaire. CEOs 
were provided descriptions of four strateg,es related to product and/or 
servtce development. The strategies--defender, prospector, analyzer, 
reactor--were developed by Miles and Snow (1978). CEOs were to indicate 
which strategy description most closely fit their business in comparison 
to other flr~s (see Appendix 8). 
The envtronoental uncerta inty measure used was a modified version of 
Duncan's (1972) and Bourgeois's (1980) uncertainty m<osures. The 
instru~nt used a series of Lfker~ sc~le items (see Appendix B) ~ith which 
the CEOs were asked lo determine whether they: 
1. ~ere able to predict the reaction of 5 external factors to 
decisions by the firm; 
2. Felt th>t their lnforoatlon was adequate to make that type 
ofpreditlion; 
3. Were certain that the reactions of these factors would be 
important to the success or failure of their firms; and 
~. felt that these factors were important or not in Influencing the 
firms' ioportant decisions. 
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The five dimensions of uncertainty 1nc1uded suppliers, customers, 
competitors, soctopolitlcal forces~ and technological changes. Items 
measuring the five dimensions of uncertainty are: 
Suppliers (items 1, 2, 3): Parts. raw oaterlals 
equipment/technology, labor. 
or merchandise; 
Customers (iteas 4, 5): Distributors of products/services; actual 
users of products/services. 
Competitors (items 6, 7): For raw materials/merchandise; for 
customers. 
Sociopolitical forces (Items 8, 9, 10): GovernmEnt regulations; 
public/political vtews; relationship with unions. 
Technology (items 11, 12): Keeping up with new technological 
requ1re~ents for production; improving and developing new 
products/services by new technological advances. 
Organization~l performance was assessed using three measures. The 
measures were chosen on the basis of their prominence in business 
literature: growth in sales. number of full t1me employees. and after tax 
profits (Bourgeois 1980, 1985; Oess ond Davis 1984; Hornad•y and Whcatly 
1986: lawrence and Lorsch 1967). The majority of firms in the present 
study were not publicly held corporations and financial data were 
attainable by request only. Oess ind Robinson (1984) hive found that 
subjective and objective measures of performance are consistent. These 
authors staled thal objective measures are preferred, yet orgued that 
subjecttve aeasures. given by people in authortty positions. are more 
readily available and strongly related with actual (objective) measures. 
Subjective measures can be used to substitute for objective ones. 
To obtain performance data, a technique suggested by La~rence and 
torsch (1967) was adopted. CEOs ~ere asked to compare financii1 QOaSures 
for 1984, 198S, and estimates for 1986 to a base year; then, estimate the 
percentage increase or decrease for that year using 1983, the base year. 
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as 100. CEOs lodlcated the Increase or decrease for each performance 
~•sure (see Appeodl x 8). Tht data 1llowed for yearly co.parl sons and 
trends or v•rlltlons, whllt assuri ng CEOs that no actual financial data 
would be required. 
The CEOs wert also asktd to provide sont lnfonoation •bout their 
businesses •nd theaselves. They - ere asked •bout the kind of business, 
diversification (nuober of SIC eodts), buslnoss ownorshlp, 190 of 
business. and nuabtr of full t1., trployees. They were tlso asked about 
their position In the bustness (owner ar.d top ~nager. top aanager. or 
ownor) and their ago. In addition, CEOs were asked If they planned alone 
or Included othtrs In thtlr pl •nnlng. It Is gonor1lly thought that l•rg•r 
buslnossos .. Y do aore planning, beeaust they are aore likely to have 
slack personnel r•sources. Kanage~nt theory sug9ests that planntng will 
be better If CEOs Include others In lt. There Is no clear connection in 
the literature between the othor business characteristics and plannln9 or 
the CEO characteristics •nd pl•nnlng , but we Included t hese to see if they 
are linked to planning In •••11 businesses. 
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-Results 
Rellabllltlts were cooputed for all stilts: descrlptlvt stitlstlcs 
wero analyzed. To test the propostt1ons that make up the conceptual 
model, zero order coefftc1ents of correlation ware computed and analyzed. 
Rellabillties of Scilos 
Rclllbllltlos were computed for subsciles of opeutlonal planning and 
for the total operation•! planning stile. Rellobllltlos were also 
cocputed for the scales measuring Porter's three generic strategies and 
for envfron~ental uncertainty. The rel1abtlttfes, which range fro= .sao 
to .849, are presented In Appendix c. il!d ll!dlcllt that the lte<U .. \1119 
up tich stilt irt fairly consistent il!d logically cooblniblt. 
Descriptive Stltistlcs 
Tho froquoncy distribution for the stritoglc planning vorlable Is 
glvon In Table 4.1. As shown, 6S finns utilize no strategic planning, 8 
firms uttltze some strategic planni ng , and 24 f trms have a sophisticated 
level of strotoglc plonnlng. As indicotod, more than two-thirds of the 
businesses sa~pltd utilize no strategic plannln9 at all, whtlt almost one-
fourth of the• ust oxtenslve strategic plinnlng. No ont Industry type 
stands out as doing .ore strategic planning than tht othtrs. 
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Table 4.1. Strategic planning , by Industry. 
Planning Manufacturing Rot all Service Overall 
Chss l: No long 
Range Planning 
20 26 19 65 
Class 2: Some 2 4 2 8 
long Range Planning 
Class 3: Extensive 9 
Long Range Planni ng 
5 10 24 
Total 31 35 31 97 
CEOs 1ndi tated various reasons for not preparing a strategic plan. 
The reasons mentioned most often were: lack of time. hck of 
skills/expertise, not part of their responsibility, busi ness being too 
unpredictable, and cost. Also, CEOs that do plan usually do so by 
themselves. These results are consistent wfth those report~ earlier by 
Robinson and Pearce (1984). Only 32 C£0s Included others In any type of 
planning, strategic or operational. 
Table 4.Z. CEO reasons for not planning. 
Reason tlumber of Times Cited 
Cost 5 
Skills/Expertise 12 
Ti1te 24 
1/ot part of responslbil lty 7 
Other loa 
aOther reasons for not planning were: 
business , the business is teo s~all, 
the CEO had a ~ental plan. 
plans were not appropriate for the 
the business is teo unpredictable, 
------
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Although eost flnos did not engage In stratoglc planning, most did 
engage In short range operational planning to sone degree (Table 4.3) . Oi 
tht 97 CEOs surveytd, only 16 lndlcat•d using operational planning 
activities to only a ltttlt extent. The reason 9iven .ost often for not 
e~~loytng operational plans was lack of tl-.. Firms are ~st involved in 
sales pla~ntng, and hu.an resource planning. and least Involved in 
ln~entory planning. In general. the thret 1ndustrtes are using the 
dtfferent types of operational planning to sl•llar txtents. (xceptio~s 
appear In budgtt planntng, •~trt the strvlct tndustry uses It to a greater 
degree than the others. and the use of tnventory plannin9 var1es 
considerably across all 1ndustrtts. 
Table 4.3. Standardized ... n short range operational planning scores and 
standard devt1llons. 
Planning Hanuhcturtng Rthil Servtu Overall 
--
SaiOj)ll 
Harket 3.15 2.80 3.10 3.01 ( • 91) ( . 99) (1.07) ( • 99) 
Budget 2.78 2.84 3.27 2.96 ( • 77) ( .81) ( • 74) ( . 80) 
Human Resour(:e 3.09 3.~2 3.52 3.3~ 
< • as J ( .17) ( • 79) ( .80) 
Inventory 2.81 3.21 2.39 2.85 (1.13) ( . 90) (1.09) (I. 09) 
Sales 3.59 3. 74 3.39 3.58 ( . 95) ( . 94) (1.08) ( . 99) 
Total 3.09 3.21 3.16 3.16 ( • 61) ( . 58) ( .57) ( . 59) 
1Me1n scores nnge rr• I to s, 
oper1ttonal phnnlng. 
with S lndlcallng the greatest extent or 
l3 
---
The Individual operational pl anning activities used to the greatest 
extent by CEOs are estimating the sales voluMe and dollar sales the firm 
expects to reach In a period of 6 to 12 aonths (3.7), setting and 
monitoring a realisttc and numerical sales target monthly and/or quarterly 
(3 .7), annual ly •ssessing personnel capabilities (3.7), annually reviewing 
and setting employee perfonaante standards (3.5), and analyzi ng major 
products on a regular basis In teras of achieving sales/profit goals (3.4) 
(see Appendix B). 
£xaaination of the scales measuring c~petitive strategy suggests 
that CEOs ar·e oriented towards an overall low cost strategy, more so thi.n 
differentiation or focus (Table 4.4) In general, the businesses in the 
different industries value the strategies to about the sa&e degree. There 
Is considerable variation In the degree to which the different Industries 
value differentiation; CEOs tn manufacturing value the strategy to a 
lesser extent than do those in ~etall or service bus1nesses. 
Individual competitive tattles (Items that m•ke up the str•tegtes) 
indicated as most important to all CEOs surveyed are custGmer service 
(4.8), operating efficiency (4.6), product/service quali ty control (4.6), 
experienced/trained personnel (4.5), reputation with in Industry (4.4). •nd 
competitive pricing (4.0) (Appendix B). 
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fable 4.4 . Standard1z~d mean co~petitfve strategy scores and standard 
deviations, Porter typology of strategies. 
Strategy Manufacturing Ret•ll Service Overall 
Si le 
Overall Low Cost 3.78 3.91 3.79 3.83 
l . 65) l . 64) ( . 56) ( . 62) 
Differentiation 3.01 3 . 58 3.30 3.31 
( . 96) ( . 94) ( .82) ( .94) 
Focus 3 .45 3.60 3.63 3.55 
( . 62) ( . 73) ( .75) ( . 70) 
aKean scores 
the fino. 
range from I to S, with S 1ndlcat~ng extre~e importance to 
Regarding the Hiles and Snow strategic typology, of the 97 CEOs 
int~rvS&Wod, 40 considered themselves defenders, 33 were analyzers, 21 
were prospectors, and 3 considered the~selves reactors. It appears that 
the strategy chosen is dependent upon the amount of risk (product/service 
1nnovation) managers are wi lling to take. The defender, indicating a 
preference for stability, fs chosen =ost often; analyzer, indicating 
moderate risk, is the second most chosen strategy. Prospectors take the 
greatest risk and this strategy ts chosen least. except for those who 
stated they are "reactors• only. The service industry fs the only one 1n 
which inalyzers outnumber defenders. 
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labia 4.5. torpetlllve strategy: Hiles and Snow typology. 
Strategy K.J.nu~acturing Retail Servtce Over.tll 
s le 
Analyzer 10 II IZ 33 
De fonder 14 16 10 40 
Prospector 6 7 8 21 
Reactor I I 3 
UnccrLJ1nty scores for the ele~enls in the env1ronrnenL were co~puted 
by multiplying the rccodcd importance of each Item {I • 0; Z • I; 3 • 2; 4 
• 3; 5 • 4) by recoded volues {S • 1 ... 1 • S) Indicating how well the CEOs 
~ere able to predict the reactions of elements to decisions m1da by thetr 
flnos. and had adequotc lnfonootlon, ond by rocodod volues {1. 2 • 5 ... 9, 
10 • I) lndlcotlng how cerloin the CEOs •ore thot tho ole .. nts •ould 
affect the success or f~tlure of their finas. Kean uncer!alr.ty scores 
were co.pultd for e.tch cluster of tl~nts and an over1ll &ean score was 
also coooputed for eoch fira. 
CEOs tn the three types of Industries ware experiencing the most 
uncertainty wtth their customers {Tobie 4.6). Thty were also experiencing 
rehtlvely ~ore uncertainty because of co'llpetllors and because of 
technology. lhoy wore experiencing the least uncorta\nty fro~ suppliers 
and fro~ soetopolttical el~~nts. the C£0s from strvtcQ ffrMs 1ndicatcd 
thlt they wore exptr1en~1ng relatively •ore uncertainty than others. 
Ho.evtr. tht il~~trd Ceviallons 1ndtcate that thtrt ~~a wide range ot 
uncertainty score~ wttr tn eacJt sector. vCth so.e fires txperiencing lo" 
levels and s~t htgh levels of uncertainly. 
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Table ~.6. Standardized mean uncertainty scores and standard deviations. 
Uncertainty Hanuhc:turing Retail Service Overall 
S•m le 
Suppliers 1 S .OS 17 .l s 14.51 16 . 54 
(6 . 72) (7.77) (8.97) (7 .85) 
Customers 19.85 19.50 19.67 19.67 
(6.~5) (8 .32) (9.63) (8.11) 
Compet Hors 15.77 17.84 17.24 17.01 
(7.17) (7.48) (7.84) (7 .47) 
Sociopolitical 14.63 15.35 16.98 15.64 
(8. 07) (9.86) (9.18) (9.06) 
Technology 16.79 15.56 19.63 17 . 25 
(7.73) (8.92) (8 .94) (8.65) 
Overall 1\ean 15.97 16.07 17.61 16.54 
Uncertainty (4.51) (5.76) (6.33) (5.99) 
aHean scores range from l to 20 with 20 indicating the greatest amount 
of uncertainly. 
CEOs est lnllted the increase or decrease in perforaance for the years 
1984, 1985 , 1986, fro11 1983. Overall, sales had increased a total of 21 
percent over the three year period (Table 4.7). After t ax prof its were up 
20 percent, and employm.cnt dropped 2 percent. No measures "'ere computed 
for return on assets or return on sales due to atssing data. Hany CEOs 
were either unable to estimate these geasures or not inclined to provide 
the fnformatton. 
Services experienced the greatest overall increases in sales whtle 
experiencing negative gro~tn in e~plo~ent. Retail tndustries experienced 
the least tncrease in sales and profits, yet were able to • atntain their 
workforce during the: put three years. 
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Toblt 4.7. Percent lncreosa In effect iveness froa 1983 to 1986. 
Measure Klnufacturfng Retofl Service Overoll 
s le 
percent 
Soles 20 15 2a 21 
E•ploy .. nt 0 0 
·• -2 
Prorlts 25 II 24 20 
Bustnoss ownershtp var ied only sl ightly: 71 were corporations. 10 
sole proprietorships, 10 · s• corporo ti ons, 3 ll~lted portnorshlps, ond a 
single general proprietorship. Two tEOs did not onswer this question. 
The overage ogt of all businesses was 23 yeors ond the averoge nu~er of 
oaployees (In full tl .. pold equlvolent) wos 32. 
Of tht 97 CEOs c~letlng the questlonnolrt, IS owntd the businesses, 
34 ~ert top •anagers. •& were both ah~ers and top a~nagers. lwo did no~ 
rtspond to this q•tstlon. The ages of eros wtrt qultt Virltd: three CEOs 
wort undor oge 25. 24 were 1ges 26·35, 35 • ere 1ge 36 to 45, 22 were age 
46 to 55, 1nd 13 were over the age or SS. 
Correla tion s 
Corrolotlons ••ong past perfono1nce, st r•toglc pl1nnlng, ond short 
range operat ion•! pl•nnlng variables 1re presen ted in Table 4.8. These 
corrtlatfons are i•portant for ev1luating Proposttton P1, that flnm5 
e•~ertencfng tncreased past financial perfonRanct are eort lt~ely to plan 
Two of tht corrtlllfons between past perfor.ranct and strattgtc planni~g 
•re significant, 1985 sales (.172") •nd 1985 o.ployoont (.195••). Note 
th&l. in thts 1n11ysts. o"e isteris< (• J ts used to tndtc&te stgn1fic~"ce 
>t tnt .10 level 1nd two •sterlsks ( '")to lndlc•te significance •t the 
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.OS level. Total short range planning 1s significantly cor-related with 
all 198~ performance measures: sales {.278~~), employzent (.206 .. ). and 
profits (.204**). Total short range planning is not significant ly 
correlated wtth any 1985 perfor~ance measures. 
Table 4.8. Correlations between past performance and planning. 
Planning 1984 
Sales 
Strategic .105 
Total 
Short Range .278•• 
Sales ,o<8 
Budget .213** 
Har~et .241•• 
Inventory .140"" 
Human 
Resource .266*• 
1984 1984 1g8s 
Employment Profits Sales 
.027 
.095 
.254** 
.242 ... 
.. 043 
· .007 .172* 
.204 ... .118 
.010 · .041 
.165*.. .165* 
.255** . 157* 
.102 . 081 
.124 .025 
• • signif1cint at .10 level 
.. • significant at .OS level 
1985 1985 
Enploymenl Profits 
.19S*~~t-
.. 016 
• . 132 
.158* 
.081 
.. 019 
·.118 
.• 102 
.088 
.045 
.058 
.001 
•. 032 
Some correlations between 1nd1v1dual short range operat ional planning 
variables and 1985 performance variables are significant. Budget planning 
Is significantly correlated with all past financial performance except 
1985 profi ts, while market planning Is significantly correlated with all 
performance vartables except 1985 omployaent and prof i ts. Inventory 
planni ng h significantly correlated with b·o past performance measures, 
1984 sales (.140*) and 1985 profits (.167*); huQ•n resources planning Is 
significantly correlated with sales (.266••) and e~ploymont ( . 178**) in 
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1984. S•lcs pl•nning is no~ significantly correl•ted with any p1st 
pcrfonm&nce v&rtables. These results do provide support for the 
proposition thlt fires experiencing Increasing past financial performance 
are oore likely to plan. It appears, however, that flnas are nore likely 
to use short r&ft91 planning, p&rttculirly In budgeting &nd a.rkettng, than 
strlteglc pllnnfng ~htn txptrltncf"9 Increased p&st ftn&nctal perfo~nce. 
Proposition P2 st1t1s that the greater tht a.ount of unctrt&fnty 
experienced by salll flnos, tho .. ro likely thty are to eng1ge in 
str&tegtc and oper&ttonal planntn9. Only two of the uncert&lnty var1&bles 
&re significantly corrtl&ttd with str&ttgtc planning, uncertainty of 
suppliers (.135•) 1nd cust ... rs ( 170•). Sever•! uncert•inty v1ri1bles 
&re. how.ver. slgntffcantly correlated wtth short r&nga operltton&l 
pl•nnlng (Tible ( .9) . 
Table 4.9. Correlations bttwttn envtronttenUl 
-
Phnning Overoll Suppliers 
Strategic .091 .135• 
Total 
Operational • 266·· .256 .. 
Sales .154. .149" 
Budget .z11 .. .196•• 
H.rket .221 '• .J10U 
Inventory .141 .Ho·· 
Hu·nn 
Resources .07( .065 
• • significant at .10 level 
•• • signlffc•nt •t .05 level 
Uncert&1 ntx 
Customers 
.170• 
.026 
·.Oil 
.014 
. . 032 
.084 
• 040 
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uncertainty and planning. 
Competttors Soclo-
political 
Technology 
.129 .• 118 •. 014 
.279 ... . 117 .241 .. 
.278" .. 124 .I 53' 
.247 ... .084 .214*' 
. 163' .222" .270'" 
. 16S• .042 .017 
.019 .I 27 . 129 
Supplier unctYtlinty 1s significant ly correlated with budget planning 
(.196 .. ), •.rket phnnlng (.17o••), in·,entory phnnlng (.240"" ) .nd s•les 
pllnnlng (.149"), •• ~•11 as tot•l short r•nge pl•nnlng (.256"" ). 
Uncortllnty re9•rdtng co~etltors Is significantly correl•ted with all 
operational planning, with the exception of hu>an resource planning. 
Uncertainty of technology Is signific•ntly correlated with all types of 
operational planning except inventory and human rtsource. Sociopolilical 
uncertainty Is significantly correlated only with market plonnlng (.222"") 
and customer uncertainty is not sign1r1cant1y correlatrd wtth any type of 
oporotlonol plonnlng. Not a single uncertainly variable Is slgnlflc>ntly 
•ssoctattd with hu~•n resource planning. These results support the 
propos1tton that ftr.s facing environmentil uncertainty engage in 
pl1nning. although planntng tends to be optrattonal rather than strategic. 
Correlations between the plonnlng varlobles and Porter's (1980) 
c~tttttvt strategies are presented in Table • .JO. Correlations bet~een 
tho planning variables and Miles and Snow's (1978) product earket d03aln 
selection strategies are presented in Table 4.JJ . 
Table 4. 10. Correl>tlons between planning and competitive strategy, 
Porter typology. 
Planning 
Co,.pet It lve 
Strotegy 
Strategic Total 
O~erational 
Budget Market tnventory Hu11an 
Resource 
Sales 
lo"' Cost • OZJ . SJO .. .378 ... .34S•• .252 •• .340 ... .365·· 
01 fhrent Ill I on •.221 .. .406U 
Focus ·.074 .Joo--· 
• • significance at .10 level 
• • • s1gn1ffcanct it .OS level 
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.JJ2 •• .171•• .2$8•• .182 .. .Jssu 
. 239 .. .178 .. .148" .20~- .2(~----
Table 4.11. Correlations between planning and co~petitive strategy, 
Miles and Snow typology. 
Competitive Strategic Total 
Strateg~ O,Q:erational 
De fender .115 . . 188** 
Prospector •• 045 .206 .. 
Analyzer .. 036 .064 
Reacto"r" - .123 .• 131 
* • significance at .JO level 
•• • sign,ficance at .OS level 
Planning 
Budget Market Inventory Human 
Resource 
- .166• -.100 ·.037 ·.18S** 
.162• . I 24 .liZ .ISS• 
.083 . 074 • . 003 •. 001 
-.142* ·. 212 .. · .1St• .148• 
Sales 
-.097 
.llZ 
-.004 
.. 005 
Only one of Porter's coopetitive stra tegie s {differentia tion) is 
significantly correlated wtth strategic planni ng, and this is negatively 
correlated. All of the operational planning variables are correlated with 
the competitive strategies. The more operational planning that takes 
place, the more likely Porter's strategies wi ll be used . 
Str •teglc pl anning Is not signi ficantly correlated with any of the 
Hiles and Snow strategies. Total operational planning and each of tho 
tndh•idual types of operaUonal plann ing ue significantly cor"related with 
the prcduct/Qarkel selection strategies. Defenders are less likely to 
engage in budget planntng or hu~an resource planning. In addition, total 
operational planning is significantly (and negatively) correlated with the 
defender strategy (·.188**). Reactors are less likely to engage In 
budget, market, or inventory operational plinning. Prospectors are Aore 
likely than others to engage in budget and hu~an resource planning, and 
this strategy Is positively correlated with total operalionol planning 
( .206' '). 
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These results provide considerable support for the thl"d 
proposition:. Firms that do more op~rattonal planning are more li kely to 
develop competitive strategies. However, no support was provided for l he 
importance of strategic planning's link with strategies. 
The final propos1t1on stites that the development of a competitive 
strategy 1s associated with increased financial performance. The resul t s 
in Tables 4.12 and 4.13 provide some minimal support for Lhis proposition. 
Table 4.12. Correlations between competitive strategy and estimated 
financial performance for 1986, Porter typology. 
Performance 
1986 
Sales 
1986 
Emplo}'lllent 
1986 
Profits 
low Cost 
- .031 
.073 
.054 
• • significance at .to level 
Differentiation Focus 
.084 .004 
.Ill .118 
.178* .012 
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Tobie 4.13. Corrtlatfons betveen co.pettttve strategy and estl•ated 
f1n•nc1•1 perfon,.nce for 1986, H11es and Snw typology. 
Strotegy 
Performance De fonder Prospector Analner Reactor 
1986 
Soles ·.208 .. •. 001 .245•• .. 094 
1986 
EDployment .156' . 014 .zot•• •.140' 
1986 
Prof! ts •• 049 ·.OU .124 · .109 
• • significanct at .10 level 
Only one of Porter's cozpetUh·e strategies is significantly 
correlated with performonce (differentlltlon). Hore of tho Milts and Sno• 
strategies ore significantly correlated with perfo~ance In 1986. 
Defenders have relatively lower sales and eoploy fewer people than they 
did in the bue year. Reactors 1lso have fewer e;::ployees. Analyzers, on 
the other hond. report higher soles ond higher er,plof"ent than they hod 
during the base year. None of the strategies was stgnlflcantly correlated 
with profits. In sumory, the fourth proposition received some support, 
e.g .• businesses thot have a strategy have greater proJected financial 
perf O)"J!lance. 
Porter (1980) has indicoted that the co•petltive stroteglos thot he 
dtscrtbed are dtscrete and tnat bus tnesses should not engage tn nore than 
one discrete str•ttgy At 1 tf&e or thty w~~1d be stuck tn the "lddle of 
the str•tegles and not be effect1ve. lhls may be happ•nlnv with these 
Sllll 11 businesses. Tho s lra Legles no pos 1 t I ve ly corrc hted, wHh the 
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average inter-strategy correlation being .546. In other words, the nore 
they use iny one competitive strategy. the more they use the others, too . 
To deter•inc if there were differences in the correlat ions between 
strategy usc and financial perfor~ancc by industry, the correlat ions for 
manufacturing, retail, and service bus1nesses were cooputed separately. 
These are presented In Tables 4.14 and 4.15. 
Table 4.14. Correlations between competitive strategy and financial 
performance by Industry, Porter typology. 
Slratea:t: 
Performance Industry low Cost Differentiation focus 
1986 Manuhcturtng .056 
-.017 .153 
Sales Retail • 291• .064 - .185 
Service -.179 . 211 
-.016 
1986 Manuhctur1ng .091 .182 .33Z"** Ee~ployment Ret•il .292• .076 .039 
Service - .157 .026 
-.108 
1986 Hanuhcturing .289• .235 . 104 
Profits Retii 1 .199 .117 .042 
Service - .147 .266• •. 041 
• • significant at .10 level 
••• significant at .05 level 
T1ble 4.15. Correlations bet~en t0Qpet1t1ve strateq{ and financial 
perfonm1nce by industry, Hiles and Snov ypology. 
Strategy 
Perro,.•nce Industry Defender Prospector Analyzer Reactor 
1986 Manufacturing ·.38Z"" . 068 .434 .. •. 224 
S1los Rotall .. 051 .070 . 021 .. 069 
Service .• 187 · .066 .240 .000 
1986 Manufacturing • . 343* .. .218 .298'• .. .310 ... 
Employmtnt Retail .. 100 •• 035 .138 .. 005 
Service .097 .• 282' .146 .041 
1986 Honufacturlng .008 .021 .079 · .258• 
Proflu Rnt11l .227 .. 177 .100 .015 
ServIce .. 164 .. 076 .227 .000 
•• stgnlffcanct at .10 level 
.. 
• stgntftcance at .OS level 
The low cost str1tegy Is slgnlflc•ntly •ssocl1tod with both s•les ••~ 
~loyNtnt In rttall businesses, ind with prof1ts \n •~nufactur;ng. 
Differentiation Is s ignificantly correlated with profits in sorvice 
businesses and focus with eoployment in ~anuftcturfng. 
The defender strotegy is negatively (1nd significantly) correl•ted 
wHh sales and e~ploYQenl in llinufacluring. The &nilyur strategy is 
positively (and slgnlflc•ntly) correlated with s•les and employ•~nt In 
manufacturing. Tho reactor strategy Is negatlv•ly (•nd significantly) 
correlated with e~plo~ent ind profits for manufacturing . lL appears from 
these results th~t th~ strat~~ies developed by Hlles and Snow ar~ 
relat~ vely effective in aidin~ in un~erslindfng of a~nufacturing 
businesses. but ~trhips l ess so for other bus tntssts . 
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laportance of CEOs' and Flras' Characteristics 
Are past ptrfonnante and env\ro~;ental uncertafnty really the aost 
tcporta~t correlates of o~erational planning? Art operational planning 
and strategies re•lly lnportanl? Or are the characteristics of the C£0s 
who were studied •nd their f1nos reilly .ore l~portant? 
To doten.tne the importance of C£0s" character1sttcs and the 
charactortsttcs of their finms. correlattons were co~puted betwten 
relevant variables and the variables used to assess tho conceptual model. 
The ages of the CEOs were used 1n the analysts. t£0s •ho Included other 
managers tn thetr planning were ceded l and those that d,d not were coded 
0, and th1 s vuhble wu used. too. fht agu of tht ft,..s, n\.lm.ber of 
toployoos, diversification (nu.ber of SIC codes), and •ctual sales for the 
yc•r 1985 were used. The sales data •nd SIC codes •ere obtained froe nu"n 
and Bradstreet Korket Identifier files. 
In general, the c~aracteristlts of the CEOs 1nd thttr ftres 1re poor 
correlltts of thf study v1ri1bles. But there ar• so~• interesting 
exceptions. These s19nificant correlations resulttd. larger firQs do 
~ore market planning and projected greater profits for 1986. Older finos 
do loss ..... phnnlng and do less total operotlonll planning. /lone or 
tho other correlations with CEOs' and fires' char•cterlstlcs wos 
significant. The ••rlables used in the conceptual .odel are better 
correlates or planning, strateqy use, and ftra perfonalnte than the 
chorocttrtstlcs of the C£0s who partlclp•ted In tht study or the 
chorocttrlsttcs of their finos. 
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-Summary 
The si ze of the firms studied ringed fro~ 10 to 100 employees with 
the me•n size being 32 employees. Only about onc·thlrd have a strategic 
plan. Kearly all of the flnos use operational planning, but do relat ively 
more sales and human resources planning than other kinds of operational 
planning. 
The CEOs typically felt that both strategic and operational planning 
were Important . WhQn asked why they did not engage in more planning, they 
most frequently stated th•t they did not have time, did not have the 
experttse, that planning wasn't really part of their responsibility. that 
planning was not fruitful because businesses a~e too unpredictable. or 
that they thought that planning cost too much. These reasons for not 
planning are consistent with previous resear<h (Robln$on and Pearce 1984). 
Strategic planning was not significantly correlated with past 
financial performance and with per<etved environmental uncer tainty. Those 
firms that have performed best recently. and ~hosD CEOs ar~ experiencing 
environmental uneertatnty, are gost li kely to engage ;n operational 
planning. 
CEOs in all industries are experiencing mos t uncerta1nty with the ir 
customers. They ar·e experiencing about equal uncertainty fro.m competitors 
and from new technology. Soctopolltical forces are the source of the 
least uncert ainty . Overall, services are experiencing more uncertai nty 
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than ret1il or manufacturing firms . There Is great variability in 
uncertainty within business sectors. 
When asked to choose from the product/~arket domain selection 
strategies of Hiles and Snow (1978), only a few stated th1t they are mere 
reactors. About 40 percent stated that they were defenders. About 33 
percent were analyzers and about 20 percent were prospectors. The 
analyte~ were performing better than others, and the reactors and 
defenders were performing least well. 
The CEOs stated that their flms were using a mix of the competHive 
strategies described by Porter (1980). The indicators of focus, 
differentiation, and cost reduction were positively correlated, meaning 
that the typical fina was using some aspects of each strategy, which ts 
unfortunate because Porter has stated that businesses that do th1s are 
really stuck in the middle and do not have a coherent strategy. 
Operational planntng was posi~ively correlated with the Porter 
strategies. However. the Porter strategtes were poorly correlated wtth 
project performance for 1986. 
Tho productfaarket do~ain selection strategies described by Hiles and 
Snow (1978) were also positively correlated with operational, but not 
strategic, planning. Those that planned more were more likely to be 
prospectors and l east likely to be reactors or defenders. 
Analyzers projected the 9reatcst sales ind employn:.ent for 1986. 
Reactors and defenders expected to perfonm less well. This was especial ly 
true for manufacturing firt~s. 
Finally, CEOs' and f1rms· characteristics were found to be ~eakly 
correlated wfth the variables used to assess the conceptual ~del. 
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Hodel Viability and Conclusions 
The statistical analyses performed on the data obt•lned from 97 small 
firms provided a means to eviluate the proposed relationships of our 
conceptual model. There Is evidence to support propositions P1 and P2: 
firms experiencing Increased past financing performance are more likely to 
plan and, as envtronmental uncertainty Increases. planning will also 
increase. The type of planning utilized by small ffnos. however, appears 
to be short range operational ouch more than strategic planning. 
Because strategic planning Is long range, It may be less appropriate 
for small businesses. Ackelsberg (1985) has suggested that formol 
planning may be dysfunctional, and that foraallty deters the flexible 
response of fires facing a volatile environoent. Robinson et al. {1986) 
found that small firm nanagers considered operational planning more 
important than strateg;c planning, and over 85 percent of the firms he 
studied did not systematically practice strategic planning. Snall 
businesses are closer to the envtronments in which they operate. perhaps 
allowing them to assess the environment ~ore readily than large flras. (f 
environ~ental changes occur quickly, these requtre tmmedtate action on the 
part of managers. Long range stritegic plans ~ay become irthatc, and 
operational plans. by their nature, may pe~it firms to act and react in a 
tioely and effective fashion. 
Small firms clearly lack resources that large firms enjoy. They do 
not have the time, .aney, or expertise found in large firms. Perhaps the 
costs of strategic plann1ng simply exceed the benefits for the small firm. 
Also, the benefits of plannin9 for next month are often more obvious to 
management than those for next year; a small firm hav1ng a bad ~nth ~ay 
not even be around next year. 
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Strategic planning aside, past perfo~ance and envtronmental 
uncertat nty appear linked to operational planni ng. Increased past 
financial perfonaanee may allow managers to all ocate sooe resources (tima, 
~oney) needed for planning. Firms experiencing poor perfo~ance c~ have 
fewer resources t o allocate t o the plannfng effort. and plann ing may 
decrease or be ignored altogether. Management must respond to changing 
environmental conditions causing uncertainty. The results suggest that 
managers respond to uncertainty by increasing operational pl anning, as 
hypothesi zed. Planning provides a means for management to reduce 
uncertai nly and hopefully reduce the risk of faflure for actions taken by 
small firms . 
lhere is strong evi dence supporting proposition P3, that development 
of a competitive strategy increases wilh planning. Again, however, this 
pertains only to operational planni ng. Strategic planning is poorly 
correlated with competitive strategy. 
Each type of operational planning i s signi f icantly associated with 
competiti ve strategy . The rationa le given for the proposition was that 
the development of a specific strategy requires a logical and rational 
decision making process on the part of manage~~nt. Firms engaged in 
som!what detailed planning activities are more li kely to devel op 
consist ent actions (strategy) for realizing the objectives they des ire to 
meet. 
It should be noted that the Porter strategic typology ( low cost, 
differentiation. focus) consists of competitive mc~ns utilized to realiz~ 
goals that firms intend to accomplish. Some tacl;cs the strategies are 
composed of tend to be functiona l or •operational• (i.e .• innovation in 
~anufacturing , maintain high inventory levels). This may explain why the 
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relationship between operational planning and strategy is strong while the 
relationship between formal planning and strategy is weak. 
Evidence supporting the proposition that development of competitive 
strategy leads to increased performance is minimal for Porter's 
competitive strategies. These results are not consistent with some 
previous studies, which found evtdence supporting the strategy/perfonmance 
relationship propost\ ion. Vtth regard to Porter's co~petittve strate9ies, 
It should be noted that the firms sampled engage to sor.>e degree In 
~ultlple strategies. Correlations between the strategy scales (average 
correlat1on between strategies • .546) are positive. Firm5 lhat do not 
commit themselves to a s'ngle strategy ~ay not be able to gain a 
co~petitive edge, and this results in strategic ~cdiocrity and below 
average performance. 
Use of the product/~arket donain selection strategies described by 
Miles and Snow was significantly correlated with projected firm 
performance. This is consistent with other studies. Analyzers projected 
greater firm perfornance, and defenders and reactors less. iherc was no 
significant correlation between selection of the prospector strategy and 
projected firm performance .. It ~ight be that the choice of an appropriate 
niche In the market may be a relatively aore important decision than lhe 
choice of competltl~e strategies after the domain/market selection has 
been made. 
A second point deserving ittention is the time frax~ of the study. 
The effects of planning and strategy i~plementation may not be experienced 
Immediately and readily ~easurable. Exactly how long it takes for an 
implemented strategy to affect performance Is unknown. This ~ay be 
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especi&lly true for strategic planning. longitudinal research is needed 
to address thts question. 
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APPENDIX A 
Letters to CEOs Explaining Study 
April 1986 
Dear Mr./11s. 
We would like to take this opportunity to tell you about a new business project 
at ISU and hope very ~uch that you will participate. 
Increasingly . managers in large corporations recog"1ze that planning can pay 
dividends. A nlllliber of books focus on planning i n large corporations. Hanagers 
and business speciali sts now think that It would be very helpful to know more 
about planning 1n small and roedhtn she businesses, too . 
In this ISU project, that has been f unded by the North Centro) Center for Rural 
Development. we hope to work wi th a sample of business managers in central Iowa 
In order to learn about planning In manufacturing, retail, and service 
businesses. 
You will be contacted by Professors Charles l. Mulford , Sociology and Industrial 
Relations , and Charles B. Shrader, Manager.ent Department. They will explain 
more about this study. We hope that you wfll ffll out a short (!Jest I onnal re for 
us and perm1 t one or more members of )1JUr managenent teilll to cD'!Jp lete an even 
shorter fonn of the questionnaire . 
We understand that you will receive a summary of the key resul ts after the study 
h conpleted. You wfll also be invited to attend a free se.n1nar on business 
planning. Of course , your responses wfll be confidential and nothing you soy 
wfll ever be assochted with you or your business . The results will be analyzed 
on • computer In aggregate form only. 
The results from this project will be used to develop plMnfng smfnar materials 
and tn the preparatton of a guide for business managers interested fn improving 
their firm's planntng . Once again. we ask for ~ur cooperation . Th1s project 
will only succe-ed if )Ou cooperate. Please feel ftee to call Professors Charles 
l. Mulford (294-9897) or Charles B. Shroder (294-8105) If you hove any 
questions . 
Cordlolly , 
Or . Charles B. Handy 
Dean and Professor of 
Business College 
Iowa Stote University 
----
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Dr. Daniel J. 2affarano 
Vice President for Research 
and Dean of Graduate College 
Iowa State University 
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Ma,y 5, }g86 
Dear 
We are writing in reference to the letter sent to you by Deans Handy and 
Zaffarano about a new prQject on business planning. We are the managers of this 
research project . Our goals are to learn about formal and infonmal planning tn 
small and medium s1ze businesses. A random sample of 150 businesses from 
Central Iowa was scientifically selected for this project. We will be 
tCJtlplet1ng thh study with manufac-turing, retail, and service busfnesses . 
A short C~Jestlonnalre has been developed that will take ;,ou only about 20-25 
minutes to complete. We will have one of our project team meobers stop by at 
your convenience and leave the Qijest1onna1re. Thts person wfll either watt 
•h1 le you complete the questfonn1are , or if you prefer, return at an agreed·upon 
ti"" and pick it up. We are also Interested in the perceptions of those who may 
plan with )'1)11. We would Hke to have perlllfssion to leave an even shorter 
version of the questionnaire wtth one or more :n8"!1bers of }()ur •management teatn. 11 
They could either complete the short q.~estionnalre while at •.oork or do It during 
their off hours and mall 1t to us, whichever you prefer. We wi ll show you a 
copy of th1s questionnaire , too. so )Ou will know about i t. 
We want to assure you that your responses will re=ain absolutely confidential. 
Nothing that anyone says will ever be associated wfth that person or with any 
business. The results will be recorded on a computer and analyzed In an 
aggregate form . The code number at the top of the questionnaire will assist us 
w1th our recordkeep1ng unt11 all of the quest1oMaires have been returned. Ho 
one will be able to associate the n«~:e of any particular business 'ifth any eode 
nUJber . 
We w111 liSe the results to desi~ SB'IIinars on pla.nn1ng for managers in small and 
med11.1ft businesses. We wfll also prepare a planning gu1cte for managers. Your" 
cooperation will aid tn our developn~ent of these seminars and the guide. Your 
participation wi ll aid In the econolllfc developoent of th1s state. 
You will also benefit directl y fr011 par ticipating In the study. First, we will 
provide you wfth a s<mary of key result's. You will be able to learn about the 
formal and 1nfo~al planning att1v1t1es 1n other bus1nesses. In addition , you 
wf11 be invited to attend a senrfnar on planning skills at no cost to }'Our fin~~. 
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You will be telephoned soon by Julie CrMter, or Hu~ Hansen , or Tho Harrison. 
They will stop by to see you with t~ questionn aires. We think that this Is a 
very lntpOrtant project . But we can• t -plete the wort without your lll>jlOrtant 
contribution. Ve veryaueh hope that you will help us. Please reel free to 
call tither of us If you have "'estlons. 
Most Cordhlly, 
Charles L. Mulford 
Sociology and Industrial 
Relations Progro. 
1 ""a State Unt vers !ty 
294-9897 
cc: Charles B. Handy, Dean 
Charles B. Shrader 
Bus I ness Management 
Colle9e of Business 
lC711a State University 
294-8105 
Daniel J. Zaff&rano, Dean and VIce President 
• 
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APPENDIX 8 
Summary of Responses to 
Items on Questionnaife 
Dale 
A STUDY OF BUSINESS PLANNING 
CIIAAL£S IIJLFORO, SOCIOLOGY AHD INDUSTRIAl RELATJOHS CEIITER 
BRAD SHRADER. KAHAGEHOO DEPAATltEIIT, COLLEGE Of BUSINESS 
SECTJOH J. FORMAL AHD IHFORHAl PLAHNIHG 
No. 
5/86 
First we would like to ask you some questions about long ronge planning In your 
business. Please lndlcote the existence and extent of these factors In your 
long range planning. 
I) Does your co.pany prepare 1 written long range plan covering .are than one yt , ,rj 
33 yes 64 no Exoctly •hot tl .. period does the plan cover? 
-r(lverage) t (lf no to qutt 1on I, or tf wrttten plan covers less than one year, sktp 
questrons 2 6, and go to question 7.) -
2) Does your long rango plan Include quantified objectives for any of the 
following? 
Yes Ho 
eornings -zs og 
return on tnvtst .. nt 19 78 
copitol growth IB 79 
thar~ of the •arktt 14 83 
salesjearn t~gs ratto 20 77 
3) Ooes your long ronge pion Include tht following pro fonoo (future) financ iol 
statements? 
bahnc:e sheet 
cashflow tn1lysts 
income 5Lat~cnt 
Yes 
~T 
lO 
l6 
No 
76 
77 
71 
•> Ooes your long range plan include plans and budgets for the follo~ing7 
hiring and tra1ntng kty aanage-.nt ptrsonnt1 
plant exp&ns;on 
equlpeent acquisition 
research and dtv,lopment 
advertising 
60 
Yes 
18 
IS 
25 
8 
lO 
No 
79 
82 
72 
89 
77 
al 
S) Does your long range plan 
factors? 
specifically attempt to Identify any of the following 
Yes No 
political develo~•ents I go 
personal family Incomes s 92 
social currents 8 89 
non product technological breakthroughs 8 89 
labor/personnel attitudes 13 84 
national economic trends 17 80 (over please) 
6) Does your long range plan contain procedures for anticipating or detecting 
differences between your plan and actual performance and for preventing or 
correcting these differences? 1 yes 25 no If yes, how frequently ;s 
this done? - -
weekly or less 
monthly 
quarterly 
semi -annually 
annually 
every 1-3 years 
2 
10 
8 
10 
10 
0 
7) How important do you feel long range plannfng ts to your business? 
NOT AT All 
IMPORTANT 
I 
NOT VERY 
IMPORTANT 
2 
SOMEWHAT VERY EXTREMELY 
IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT 
3 4 s 
Average 
3.7 
8) If your business does not prepare a long range plan, please indi cate the reason: 
9) 
Cost 
Skills/Expertise 
Time 
Not part of your 
responsibility 
Other - specIfy 
5 
12 
24 
7 
30 
Other · specify: 
not appropr iate for our business 
no need to prepare a plan 
- business is too small 
- business too unpredictable 
- have mental plan 
Jf your business does not prepare a formal written long range plan. do you have 
an informal method of ant1cipating future events and planning? 
_!!_yes ~no Please elabor•te. 
10) Does your business use any of the following outside consultants? 
Small Business Administration Adv ising 
Center 
University Extension Advisor 
Personal acquaintances 
Other - specify 
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Yes 
T 
3 
28 
31 
No Other - specIfy: 
9T trade assoc iation 
94 board members 
99 accountant 
66 nat./statc assoc. 
11) Jf you were going to learn more about long 
prefer to go for infonmat1on? 
Small Business Administration 14 
S~oll Business DevelopDent Centers 20 
Colleagues 37 
University Extension 28 
friends 13 
Other - specify 29 
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rtnge planning, where would you 
Other - specify: 
- trade association 
corporate staff 
nat./state associat1on 
consultant 
accountant 
continuing education classes 
SECTION II. OPERATIONAL PLAKHIH& 
Piuso 
of the 
lndlc•t• (by circling the approprl•t• nu=ber) to whit extent of each 
following activities Is part of your business's rogui•r •ctlv1tles. 
TO A TO A TO A TO A 
VERY UTILE UTILE TO S()I(E GREAT VERY GREAT 
t.cthlttes EXTENT EXTENT £Xl(liT EXTENT EXTENT 
Market Phnnlng 
.. , I) Forecasting on a r~ular 
basis future tconom c and 
business conditions In your 
m1rket •rea for a ~trlod of 
six to twalve mcnt s and 
•ssosslng thotr probable -X 
Impact on your sales 2 3 4 5 2~9 
Z) Analyt1n' on a regular basts 
the pou bh changes th•t wl11 
take place within a year or 
less &man~ your target cust~ers (I.e. net ) locltlon, size, 
•nd !nco• I 2 3 4 5 3 .I 
3) Anilytlng a.Jor products on 
• regul•r bisls In teras of 
ichotvtng Silts •nd profit 
goo is I 2 3 4 5 3.4 
8u4set Plonntng 
4) Oetonatnlng •heid of time 
odvortlslng noods for • period 
of six to twelve eonths ind 
planning an ldvertlslng program 
and budget I 2 3 5 2.7 
S) Consideration of several 
posslblq tax alternatives. 
developing a pl•n to •tnlmlte 
the business's tax obligation 
on •n •nnu•l basts I 2 3 4 5 2.8 
5) Estla•tlng future short 
range borrowing nteds and 
sources and costs of .oney 
•t Joist • eonth •h••d I 2 3 4 5 2.7 
7) Forec•stlng tot•l •nnuai 
c~tnsatlon and the cost 
of othtr -.ployee benefits I 2 3 4 5 3.3 
8) Reviewing and setting libor 
cost standards at least once 
a year I 3 4 5 3 .I 
(over ple•sa) 
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TO A TO A TO A TO A 
VERY LIITlE LIITlE TO SOME GREAT VERY GREAT (XT£KT EXTENT EXTEilT EXlEKT EXTEJIT 
Human Resource Planning 
9) Annually assessing personnel 
capabilities I 2 3 4 5 
10) Annually reviewing and setting 
employee performance (productivity) standards I 2 3 4 s 
11) Estimattn~ personnel needs 
for a per od of six to twelve 
months ahead on a regular basis I 2 3 4 5 
12) Oetermlnln~ factors of dis· 
content an developing a 
specific annual actton plan to 
improve job satisfaction I 2 3 4 s 
13) Analyzing training needs annually I 2 3 4 5 
Inventory Plannino 
14) Periodically reviewing the 
adequacy of the minimum inventory 
level for each major item I 2 3 4 s 
15) Monitoring the adequacy of stock • f 
safety level at least once a year I 2 3 • s 
• f 
16) Reviewing and estimatiny the 
'Cl time required between p acing I o the order and receiving the shipment for each Item at least 
once a year I 2 3 4 s I Cl 
17) Ordering the proper Inventory 
: 0 size ti.e . economic order 
quant ty) on a regular basis I 2 3 5 Cl 
18) Periodically reviewing your 
storage needs I 2 3 4 5 CL 
Sales Planning (l 19) Estimating what sales volume 
0 1 and dollar sales your firm 
expects to reach in a period 
3 0 I of six to twelve months I 2 3 5 
20) Settin~ and monitoring a 0 1 
realis fc and nua~rical 
'CL 1 sales target you shoot for on 
a monthly and/or quarterly basis 1 2 3 5 3 
·CL I 
21) Determining at which sales 
voluoe your store w111 
break even I 2 3 4 5 
• 
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) 
5 
5 
22) If you do not use any of these operational planning activities (1-21) to 
s~e extent please tndtcate why: 
Other - specify: 
Cost 1 - not applicable to our operation 
Time 5 
Difficult to use I 
Other - specify 9 
23) How io.portant do you feel operational planning Is to your business? 
NOT AT All 
IMPORTANT 
I 
NOT VERY 
IMPORTANT 
2 
S~~twHAT VERY EXTREMELY 
IMPORTAIIT IHPORTAIIT IMPORTANT 
3 4 5 
How we would l{ke to ask you about your business tactics/strategy. 
SECTION III . COHPETITIVE TACTICS/STRATEGY 
Average 
4.0 
.. 
COMPETITIVE TACTICS. Indicate how Important each of the following c~~petltlve tactics 
to your co~pany's strategy by using the following scale. 
NOT AT All 
IMPORTANT I 2 3 4 5 
focus (f); Cost Leadership (CL); Differentiation (D) 
EXTREMELY 
IMPORT AliT 
F 1. new product/service development 
(circle the nwtber that applies) E 
I 2 3 4 5 4.0 
F 2. custccnr service 
Cl 3. operating efficiency 
0 4. product/service quality control 
5. experienced/trained personnel 
6. maintain high inventory levels 
7. cor.petltlve pricing 
8. broad range of products/servi<:es 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
9. developi ng/refi ning existing products/services I 
10. brand identificat ion/service distinction 
II. Innovation In ~arketlng techniques and methods 
12. control of channels of distribution 
13. procurellH!nt of raw naterla Is/new techno 1 ogy 
14. mi nim izing use of outside financing 
15, serving special geographic ~arkets 
I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
~ 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4.8 
4.6 
4.6 
4.5 
2. 3 
4.0 
3.5 
3.8 
3.~ 
3.6 
2.8 
2.8 
3. 5 
3.0 
F 16. capability to provide speclolty products/ 
services 
F 17. products/services In high price airket 
sego:ents 
0 18. advertising 
0 19. reputation within Industry 
LC 20. forecasting market growth 
CL 21. Innovati on In manuf•cturlng/operatlon 
processes 
F 22. serving special customer groups 
STRATEGIES. 1/hlch one of the following descriptions aost closely fits your 
organization cQOplreo-to other flras In the lndustry7 (Please consider your 
division or coap1ny as a whole and note that none of the types listed below Is 
Inherently •good" or "bad.") Check only the~ that aosl applies. 
.JL Type I 
"Defenders" 
..ll_ Type 2 
*Prospectors• 
..lL Type 3 
..L Type 4 
-
lhls type of organlz•tion att~T.pts to locate and maintain a secure 
niche in a relatively stable product or service area. The 
organization tends to offer a more limited range of products or 
services than its coepetitors, and tries to protect its domain by 
offering higher quality, superior service, lower prices, and so 
forth. Often this type of organization Is not at the forefront of 
develo~ents In the Industry -· It tends to Ignore Industry changes 
that have no direct influence on current areas of operation and 
concentrates lnsteld on doing the best job possible In a limitod 
area. 
This type of organization typically optratts wtthtn ~ broad 
product-.. rket doaaln that undergoes periodic redefinition. The 
organization values being •ftrst In• In new product •nd a.rket 
areas even If not all of these efforts prove to be highly 
profltible. Tho organization responds !!9l4ll to early signals 
concerning now areas of opportunity, ano-tnese responses often lead 
to a new round of competitive act,ons. However, thts type of 
organizition elY not maintain •arket strength 1n all areas it 
anhrs. 
This type of organization atte=pts to maintain a stable, limited 
line of products or services, ~·hile il the same tirr.e nov1ng out 
quickly to follow a carefully selected set of aore pro~lslng •ftrst 
in• with nw products or services. HO\rltver, by carefully 
zonltorlng tht actions of •aJor coo;etltors In areas c~at lble 
.nth 1ls stible product·aarket base, the organflatlon can 
frequently be •second In• with core cost-tfftcltnt products or 
servfus. 
This type of organization does not adhere to a dtslgnot ed product· 
market orientation. ihe org•nization Is usually not as aggressive 
In maintaining established products and ••rkets os so~o of Its 
competitors, and chooses not to take as ~any risks as other 
co~et1tors. Rather, thn organizitton responds in those areas 
where environmental pressures require lt. 
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SECTION IV. UNCERTAINTY AIID TK£ EHVIROHIIEHT 
I. With this part of the questlonn~lre, we would l ike to determine how much 
uncertainty you and your flra are facing. Looking at the following 
environmental factors, how ioportant of a consideration do you feel they are 
1n influencing the outcome of 1mportant decisions thit are made by your 
business's top management team? 
~ERUAL ENVIRONMENT 
!. The supplinrs of parts, raw 
materials. or merchandise. 
1. The supplier of equipment/ 
technology. 
3. The supply of labor. 
4. Distribu tors of your 
products/services. 
Actual users of your 
products/services. 
Co111petltors for your supply" 
of raw materials/merchandise 
~OT 
IMPORTANT 
AT ALL 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Compet1tors for your customers. 1 
Covernocnt roguhtfons c.on· 
trolling your Industry. 
The public's political views 
and attitudes toward your 
Industry. 
~- Your firm's rel•tlonshlp with 
un 1 ons. 
I 
I 
I 
I. Keeping up with new technological 
requirements 1n your Industry 1n 
the production of goods/providing 
services. 1 
!. !~proving and developing new 
products/services by 1mple· 
mentlng new technological 
advances in your industry. I 
OHLY A 
LITTLE SOMEWHAT 
IMPORTANT IKPORTAIIT 
CONSIDER· 
ABLY 
IMPORT AliT 
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2 
2 
l 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Suppliers 
Custoaers 
Competitors 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
Technology 
3 4 
3 4 
EXT REHEL Y 
IHPORTAIIT 
s 
s 
5 
s 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
3.0 
3.4 
3.2 
4.5 
2.6 
4.1 
3.3 
3 .I 
1.8 
3 0 6 
3.3 
11 . Looktng at the stme environmental factors, how often do you feel: 
A} you arc ~ to predict the_reactton of the various factors 
to decls1ons made by your firm? 
8} the tnfo~ation your firm has on the various factors is adequate 
to make decisions concerning the~? 
I • NEVER 2 • SELDOM 3 • OCCASIONALLY 4 • FAIRLY OFTEN 5 • ALWAYS 
(circle the appropriate number In each column for each factor) 
A 8 
ABLE TO PREDICT INFO. ADEQUATE 
EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT 
I. The sup~llers of parts, raw X 
aaterta s, or merchandise. I 2 3 4 5 375 I 2 3 4 5 
2. The su~pller of equipment/ 
techno ogy. I 2 3 4 5 3. 2 I 2 3 4 5 
3. The supply of labor. I 2 3 4 5 3. 7 I 2 3 4 5 
4. Distributors of your products/ 
services. I 2 3 4 5 3.5 2 3 4 5 
5. Actual users of your products/ 
.services. I 2 3 4 5 3.6 1 2 3 4 5 
6. Competitors for your supply of 
raw materials/merchandise . I 2 3 4 s 3.0 2 3 4 5 
7. Coapctttors for your customers. I 2 3 4 5 3.6 I 2 3 4 4 
8. Coverngent regulations controlli ng 
your industry. I 2 3 4 5 2.6 I 2 3 4 5 
g, The public's political views and 
attitudes toward your Industry. 2 3 4 s 3.0 I 2 3 4 5 
10. Your fi~'s relationshi p wtth unions. I 2 3 4 s 3.0 I 2 3 4 5 
II. Keeping up with technological re· 
qufrements 1n your industry in the 
production of goodsjprovfdtng services. I 2 3 4 s 3,4 I 2 3 4 5 
12. Improving and developing new products/ 
servtces by 1mplementlng new techno-
logical advances In your Industry. I 2 3 4 5 3.3 I 2 3 4 5 
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n 
3.~ 
3. 7 
3.4 
l.4 
3.1 
3.4 
2.8 
3.0 
J.j 
3.5 
3. 3 
Ill. Somet1~es, these environ~ental factors will have far-reaching consequences for 
your org•nltitlon. How sure are you of how e•ch of the factors wi ll affect the 
success or failure of yoUTlDuslness? 
(Circle the number t hat matches your 
level of sureness.) 
UNSURE SURE 
EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT 
I. The sup~11ers of parts1 raw X 
materia s, or ~erchandise . I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 7:3 
2. Tho su~pllcr of equipment/ 
techno ogy. I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 6.9 
3. The supp 1 y of labor. I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 7.4 
X Distributors of your products/ 3:s 4. 
services. I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 6. 7 
3.4 5. Actu•l users of your products/ 
services. I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 8.0 
3. 7 
6. Coopetllors for your supply of 
raw materials/merchandise . I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 5.8 
3.4 
7. Competitors for your custo&ers. I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 7 .I 
3.4 8. Government regulations control11 ng 
your Industry . I 2 3 ~ 5 6 7 8 9 10 5.3 
3 .I 9. The public's po11tlc•l views and 
attitudes toward your industry/ 
3. 4 fl rm. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 5.4 
10. Xeeplng up with new technological 
2.8 requlre=ents In your Industry In 
the ~reduction of goods/providing 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 servtces. 8 9 10 6. 7 
3.0 
11. laproving ind developi ng new 
3.3 products/services by lpple~ntln9 
new technological advances tn 
your industry. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 6.8 
3.5 12 . Your finn ' s relationsh ip with 
unions. I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 5.6 
3.3 (over please) 
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IV. Final 
NONE 
I 2 3 4 
SECTION V. PERFORIWICE MEASURES 
SOME 
s 6 7 8 
KUCH 
9 
Average 
5.0 
In the table we would li ke you to Indicate the change fro~ a yeor to year basis of 
five performance indicators : sales, number of full·tfme employees. after tax 
profits, return on ules, a.nd return on assets for your business. Considering the 
base year 1983 as 100, indicate the change 1n each of the financial measures froa 
year to year. For example, If sales in the second year (1984) were S% above the 
first, you would put !OS in the second column; If sales were 5~ below the f irst yea 
you would put 9S in the second coluan, and so forth. Based on performance so far, 
please estf~ate 1986 performance. (If you were not In business tn 1983, please use 
your first year tn business as your base year . ) 
1983 1984 1985 1986 
Sales 100 110 112 121 
Nu•ber of full time employees 100 102 too 98 
After tax profits 100 109 122 119 
Return on sales !00 106 107 112 
Return on assets 100 104 104 104 
Please Indicate on a scale of 1 to 5 the importance you attach to each of the above 
melsures of econOQ1c perfo~ance. 
HOT AT ALL VERY UTILE SOME\IIIAl VERY EXTREMELY 
IMPORT AliT IMPORTANCE IMPORT AliT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT 
-X 
Sales I 2 3 4 5 cs 
llui<ber of full-time employees I 2 3 4 5 3.Z 
After tax profits I 2 3 4 5 ~ .5 
Return on sales 2 3 4 5 4.1 
Return on assets I 2 3 4 5 J.6 
------
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SECTION VI. BUSINESS DESCRIPTION 
I) Position of tho person coaplotlng this qutstlonnalre: 
owner 1nd top Dlnager 46 
top ... nager 34 
owner 15 
no response 2 
2) Age of business: _11_ years (average) 
3) Kind of business: 
••nuhcturlng 
ret•ll 
w~oleulo 
servtca 
other 
21 
37 
7 
44 
5 
4) Age of person co=plotlng this questionnaire: 
under 25 3 
26·35 24 
36·45 35 
46·55 22 
over 55 13 
S) Business ownership: 
sole proprietorship 
general proprietorship 
l imited partnorshlp 
corporation 
s corporation 
10 
I 
3 
71 
10 
6) Nu~ber of e~loyeos In full·tlme paid equivalent: _1l_ employees (average) 
Chec~ If you would ll~t • summary of tho ~ey results of this study: 
____ yes ____ no 
TH.\NK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION. 

APPENDIX C 
Reliobilitios of Stoles Analyttd 
Operational Planning 
SClh--·~Bu~gct Planning 
Items: 4. 5, 6, 7. 8 
(BUDPLN) 
Scale--·Human ~Resources Planning (IIRPLN) 
lle11s: 9, 10, II, 12, 13 
Stole ~~ ln~ventory Planning (fNVPUI) 
Jt .. s: 14, IS, 16, 17, 18 
Scllf .. ~Sahs Planning 
1t..,s: 19. 20. 21 
Scllt···M&rk~t Pl1n~tng 
lt..,s: 2, 3 
Scalt··Total Short Range 
Compellllvc Slrolegy 
Sc a it .. ·Jllff~r•.!'tl at.i_'!J' 
tt.ell\s: 10, JJ, 12, 18, 20 
Scale·- ·Overall Low Cost 
(SALEPLN) 
(HARKPlH) 
(TOTSRP) 
(DlFF) 
(LOWS) 
I tens: 3, 4, 7, 13, 19, 20. 21 
S~ato. focus (FOCUS) 
1teas: 1. 9. 11. 15. 16. 17. 22 
Environoent•l Uncert•lnly 
Sc&II··O~trall ~nc~r!a fntv 
lte111s: 1· 12 
--~-
(0'/Ut.~) 
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Reliability~ .580 
Rel lobf lfty • .849 
Roll•blllty • .8'2 
Rolfabflfty • .730 
Reliability. ~784 
Reliability· .700 
Rell1blllty • .761 
Rellobllity • .692 
Rtll •blllly • .689 
Reliability • .756 
.v--------------
-. 
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